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INTRODUCTION

It has been my observatinn that many surgeons stress
operative skill but fail to adequately consider the physicochemical aspects of their patients in the immedie;_te pre-operative
and postoperative-periods.
Many surgica.l patients do not present serious problems of
balance of water and electrolytes, but a considerable portion come
to surgery a fter having suffered from vomiting, diarrhea, :malnutri
tion, hemorrhage or dehydration due to their diseased condition.
When such patients are subjected to the added insult of an opera
tion, serLus complications or even death may result unless they

receive the specific pre-and post-operative treatment which they
need.
It is not uncommon to find surgical patients who are unable

to eat or drink because of lesions or operations on the gastroin-

ii

testinal tract.

In addition these persons auy be subject to ab

normal losses of fundamental substances a.nd fluids c:1nd therefore
these abnormalities require correction by the surgeon.
To fully understar1d the intricate function of metabolism of
water and electrolytes in the body organism, it is well to remem
ber that the protoplasm , the basic structural element of the body,
is little more than a susI,;ension of protein in salty water of def
inite composition, and tissue is a mass of units of �rotoplasm
surrounded by spaces filled with salt solution.

In contra-distinc

tion, fats and carbohydrates are stores of energy.

In health these

chemical relations are maintc.ined with remarkable constancy through
the metabolic reactions of the body.
fu'1

Inadequate food elements or

abnor11al Stc:l.te of disease may cause these relations to be

disturbed.
Therefore, in order to e.:,ive surgical patients the individual
ized treatment which they require, one �ust have a fair
understanding of the �::irocesses of water and electrolyte metabolism
in the nor11ial healthy body.

~

CHEMICAL FORCES WHICH INFLUENCE

&

CONTRDL EXCHANGES

OF
FLUID

&

ELECTRDLYTES

In order to adequately treat any disturbed bodily function
one should know the mechanism of the disturbance, the sequence of
changes taking place, and the result of these changes. In no phase
of medicine is this more true than in conditions which involve the
disturbance of water balance. Much work has been done in this field
but still considerabley more information needs to be uncovered by
further investigation.
Under normal conditions of health there exists a balance between intake and output of water resulting in the maintenance of
the water content of the body at a fairly constant level.

Water

enters the body from the gastro-intestinal tract and is distributed
to the blood, to the space between the cells, and to the cells themselves.

Of these three compartments, the reserve of water that can

readily be mobilized for any function is that in the interstitial
space, the main storage areas being in the subcutaneous tissues
and muscles.
Except the small amount of water lost daily in feces, water
leaves the body through two entirely different channels.

The

vaporization of water from the skin and lungs is the important
means in the dissipation of body heat, while the water lost through
the kidneys is concerned with the excretion of waste material in
solution.

'-'
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Any inquiry into the nature and mode of cellular differenciation and the exchange of fluids and solutes between the organism
and its environment, and between the various departments of the
organism almost of necessity begins with the consideration of osmotic pressure.

In its simplest form osmotic pressure may be defined

as the pressure which must be put upon a solution to keep it in
equilibriUlll with the pure solvent when the two are separated by a
semipermeable membrane.

Pfeffer, in 1877, was the first one to

measure osmotic pressure, however, since he didn't realize the full
significance of his findings, a Dutch chemist, Van 1t Hoff, took up
the matter more seriously.

He bas been responsible for a great deal

of our basic knowledge of osmotic pressure.

His first law states

that the osmotic pressure of a solution varies directly with the
concentration of the solution.

In the body the cell walls are the

permeable membranes and the body fluids make up the solutions.
The normal interchange of fluid between the vascular compartment
and the tissue spaces depends primarily upon four factors; (1) capillary blood pressure, (2) the colloid osmotic pressure of the blood
plasma, (3) the relative impermeability of the capillary wall to
protein and its free permeability of water and most electrolytes, (4) and the tissue pressure.
The solutes which exert pressure in a solution are restrained
by the boundaries of the fluid system in which they are dissolved.
Changes of the volume of a system cannot be affected by direct expansion of the solute as in gases but only by the addition of solvent.
~

The semipermeable membranes of the body are selective and permit only
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certain solutes to cross.

Osmotic pressure of solutes which are

separated tend to reach a state of equalization, at which state the
osmotic pressure is equal on both sides.

The equalization of osmotic

pressure is attained by the diffusion of water from the side of high
concentration of solvent to the side of low concentration and solutes
similarly diffusing from high to low concentration of solutes.

How-

ever, it must be remembered that certain ions pass across the membrane
more easily than other.
For all practical purposes the function in which membranes serve
in the organism, as stated by Peters, in 1935, are:"(l) to protect
the normal composition and osmotic pressure of the body against the
inroad of a changing external environment, (2) to maintain differentiation of the fluid media in various departments or cells, (3)
the transfer of material between the different groups of cells or
the external environment and the large transportation systems, such
as the blood and lymph streams. 11
Peters lists three types of solutes: (1) organic compounds of
relatively small molecular magnitude, such as urea, glucose, amino
acids, creatinine, etc., which are highly diffusible. (2) Electrolytes which, though of small molecular size and highly diffusible
through most membranes, usually contribute the largest fraction of
osmotic pressure, (3) colloidal materials which are prevented from
passing almost all the membranes of the body by their large molecular
size.

Proteins, lipoids, glycogen make up most of this last class.

There is a universal tendency of living matter to maintain a constant

'-"

and uniform internal osmotic pressure despite the variations of
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external environment.

The osmotic pressure, as was noted above,

is maintained chiefly by the electrolytes.
In conditions which one meets in surgical cases, there is
most often a disturbance in the water and electrolyte balance due
to loss of some of these constituents.

The electrolytes play the

most important part in the interchange of food and fluid in the
maintenance of the body osmotic pressure but it is aided greaUy
by the more or less indiffusible protein.

The colloid portion is

an important factor in conditions which tend to deflect the water
balance of the body because it is less easily disturbed by external
forces.
It is of great importance to replace these substances to the
proper concentration if a good balance is to be maintained during
and after the added insult of an operation, when they have been
previously depleted by malnutrition and disease.
The colloid osmotic pressure of the proteins of normal plasma
amounts to about 22mm of mercury according to the findings of
Wies and Peters.

The greatest part of this pressure is from the

serum albumin which was a molecule about one-half the size of that
of globulin.

The capillary blood pressure varies greatly according

to its anatomical situation and local circulatory reaction.

Landis

found the hydrostatic pressure at the arterial end of the capillaries
to be greater and at.the venous and less than the colloid osmotic
pressure.
Peters lists the following two forces as eminent in fluid

.._,

exchange:

The effective hydrostatic force which tends to expell

fluid from the capillaries and the effective osmotic pressure
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which tends to drive water back into the blood stream.
Landis found that anoxia and vasomotor disturl:;>ances induced
by physical agents and Blalock and Beard and Stead and Warren
by use of certain drugs 1 could increase capillary permeability so

much that proteins escape freely from the circulation.
Tissue pressure also varies with the structure and location.
Wells found that in the subcutaneous tissue of the normal subject

in the recumbent position at the level of the heart the pressure
is usually less than 5 cm. of water but it rises with venous congestion because of the distention of the veins and accumulation of
the edema fluid.

At rest, also in the remumbent position, they

found intra-muscular pressure from 2 to 11 cm. of water, being
highest in muscles with tight fascial sheaths •

.._,,
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THE NATURE OF MOVEMENTS OF INTERSTITIAL FLUID & LIMPH

Much excellent work ha.a been done on the movements of the interstitial fluid and lymph.
Knowledge concerning the lymphatic system and its contents is
quite incomplete.

MacCallwn first demonstrated the closed nature of

the lymphatics. Drinker and Field have more recently assembled the
evidence on this subject. They conclude that the lymphatic capillaries
with walls composed of a continuous single layer of endothelial cells,

originate in blind tubes or reticulae in the intercelluler spaces, in
close proximity to the blood capillaries. These tubes converge to form
larger and thicker walled vessels by which the fluid is finally conveyed to the venous side of the blood circulation.
Drinker and Field compared the composition of lymph and the
blood plasma. They came to the conclusion that lymph, as well as the
interstitial fluid and transudates, are ultrafiltrates of plasma.
The main function of this system was found by them to be that of
removing from the tissue spaces particulate matter and large molecules
such as

protein and lipids which the blood capillaries are not

able to remove. They appear to provide an alternate route by which
flu.ids may be returned from the extracellular spaces to the blood
stream.
Starling in studies of transudates, lymph and serum, found that
organic solutes were in a slightly higher concentration in the lymph
and transudates. The electrolytes were found to form a rather sig-

nificantly different pattern in the three media. He ascribes this

'-"

difference to be due to some extent to the continuous contribution
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of the cells of waste products. He also suggests that the uneven
distribution of solutes may depend on the difference in the amount
of protein in the media. He states that the large molecular size
of protein and other colloids displace com.derable water. Because of
its higher protein content serum. contains less water and, therefore,
a lower concentration of solutes than either interstitial fluid or
lymph.

Peters (1) gives further reason for diversity as far as the
electrolytes are concerned in noting the ability of proteins to act
as acids and, therefore, to combine with base.
Drinker and Field demonstrated that proteins which have gained
access to the tissues are not absorbed into the blood stream directly, but reach it through the lymphatic cb.E.nnels. Only when the
serum proteins had been greatly and rapidly reduced by massive plasmapheresis were proteins withdrawn from the tissue spaces directly into the capillaries. Under the same circumstances protein appeared to
pass from the vessels to the tissues with unusual facility. Whipple,
Smith and Belt showed that such sudden excessive depletion of the
plasma proteins led to a condition analogous to shock.
The volume of lymph has not been determined as yet but Watkins
has ca.used an increase in both the volume and flow of lymph in the
thoracic duct, by administration of food and fluid introduced into
thegastro-intestinal tract or administered intravenously.
In reference to the nature of interstital fluid, Hastings and

._,

his ~o-wor'.rnt~s by making analyses of edema fluids and Maurer by

8

direct sampling of extra-cellular fluid from muscles, have further

'-"

established that the iterstitial fluid like lymph, has the characteristics of an ultrafiltrate of plasma, therefore differing from
plasma only in containing smaller quantities of proteins and lipids.

They found sodium and chloride to be the cheif ions present which,
in intracellu.ler fluids, are predominant. Harrison, Darrow and Yannet
found that total quantities of sodiwn and chloride in the body could
be accounted for if they were confined to a ~olume of plasma ultrafiltrates equal to 20 to 30 per cent of the weight of the body. Winkler
in 1943, a..11d associates found that when injecting a number of substances, such as sulfocya.nate, bromide, and radioactive chloride, the
concentrations of these substances in the plasma indicate that they
are dispersed through a volume of fluid of the same order of magnitude.
Eichelberger and Hastings, in 1937 analysed muscle and found them to
yield enough chloride and sodium to account for an extracelluler volume of about 20 per cent of the body weight, which coincides with the
volume into which these ions will diffuse when muscle is suspended in
salt solutions.
There is, therefore, a differentiated body of fluid, amounting to
one-fifth to one-third of the body mass, which has the characteristics
of an ultrafiltrate of blood plasma with which it is in diffusion
equilibrium. Amberson found these constituents in cells to vary from
tissue to tissue, and by use of radio active sodium he found that
sodii..un penetrated the extracellular fluid with great speed, but that
sodium and chloride did not appear to traverse cell membranes freely.
Variation of the concentration of sodium i,, the blood cells,

"'-I
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. causes water to move to and from the cells in such a manner that the
osmotic pressures in the two media remain always identical. Similar
reactions between tissue cells and extracellular fluid have been demonstrated by indirect methods by Eichelberger and Hastings, in 1937,
and Abbott in 1942 and others. From such experiments it has been estimated that all or almost all of the sodium in extracellular fluid
must be osmotically active, that sodium salts are osmotically the most
important components of this fluid,tbat they do not diffuse across cell
membranes and therefore control the distribution between the intracellular and extracellular compartments of water, to which all cell
membranes are permeable.
Heppel caused sodiUlll to enter even muscle cells when they became
depleted of potassium, but suggested that the transfer is probably not
effected by diffusion alone.
Lavietes et al have determined the volume of extracellular fluids
by the use of succrose, thiocyanate and sulfate, but unfortunately none
of these are excluded completely from the cells, and furthermore, each
of these substances give somewhat different values. Winkler in 1943
administered large quantities of sodiu.u chloride and from the increments
or decrements of serum sodium and chloride, one can also estimate the
extracellular volume.
The determinations byLa.vietes this fluid was calculated to be
23.3 per cent of the total body weight. The ratio of extracellular nuid
to body water was found to be smaller in obese than in lean subjects,
and the proportion of total water as well as the extracellular nuid
'-11

diminishes with age. He noted the volume in a given individual is far
more constant than the volwnes in a group of individuals and is

10
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characteristic of the individual.
Smith and Mendel showed that within a few minutes after intravenous injection of quantities of isotonic or glucose solutions
equal to the total blood volume, the blood volume of rabbits had returned practically to its initial level and no gross accumulations
of nuid could be found in the animals. Priestley had found ingested
water to be treated much the same way. Four years previously, Hastings,
Eichelberger, found this water to be stored chiefly in the interstitial space. Presurp.ably the acession of fluid to the blood stream
increases the hydrostatic pressure and diminished the colloid pressure
enough to accelerate the current from capillaries to interstitial
spaces.
Processes conducive to dehydration and hemoconcentration,
conversely, detract from the volwne of the interstitial fluid. This

.

was thoroughly studied, first by Hastings and Eichelberger 1937 and
byMcCance Darrow and Nadal et al. They noted that if the concentration
of sodium salts in the body is increased, the cells will yield water
to extracellular fluid, because since sodium does not penetrate cells,

the effective or electrolyte osmotic pressure of the extracellular

fluid rises. Reduction of the concentration of sodium salts

in the

extracellular nu1d causes the cells to expand at the expense of
these fluids, according to Eggleton 1937. There is every reason to
believe that alteration of the osmotic pressure of cellular contents
causes similar exchanges of water, but reactions of this type cannot

.._,

be elicited by the mere administration of salts •

11
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Changes in the hydrogen-ion concentrations of the body fluids
also cause shifts of water between cells and adjacent interstitial
fluids, by reactions that have been most precisely defined by
Van Slyke, William and McLean. When acid is added to a biological medium containing protein, the acid anion combines with base derived
from the weakly dissociated protein to form a strongly dissociated
salt. This increases the

number of osmotically active components in

solution. Acidification increases the osmotic pressure of cells more
than it does that of extracellular fluid because cells contain more
protein. It therefore causes water to pass from extracellular fluid into the cells while alkalinization moves in the opposite direction.
Such exchanges of water, in response to changes of carbon dioxide
tension, have been demonstrated in the blood and in the circulation
( by Van Slyke et al) and in the muscles of living animals ( by

Eichelberger and Hastings, 1937. )

.__.,
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EXCHANGES BETWEEN EXTRA-A..~D INTRA--GBLLULAR FLUIDS AND BLOOD

Starling in 1895, first demonstrated that water may pass from
the tissues directly into the blood stream. To him also belongs the
credit for having proposed the first theory which attempted to explain these movements on a physical chemical basis with quantitative
consideration of the forces which must govern them. In its simplest
terms, this theory postulates a capillary membrane freely permeable
to the crystal solutes of serum, bJit relatively impermeable to larger
colloidal solutes and especially proteins.

An

equilibrium must, there-

fore exist between the hydrostatic force of the capillary blood
pressure, tending to drive fluid out of the blood, and the osmotic
pressureof the proteins tending to draw it in.
It is a more difficult matter to determine the relative magnitude
of these two powers-the capillary osmotic pressure and the serum colloid osmotic pressure.
Based on data obtained from the literature by Drinker and Field
it is concluded that capillary blood pressure is ordinarily not great
enough to produce filtration against the total colloid osmotic pressure.
The presence of protein in the fluids about the capillaries would,
by exerting an osmotic pressure, lessen the effective osmotic pressure
of the proteins in the blood stream and reduce the force opposing
filtration. The capillary blood pressure required to produce filtration would on this account be reduced. The pressure in the arterioles
was found by Landis 1934 to be greater, while that in the veins lower,

_,

than the colloid osmotic pressure of the serum. He supports the view
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that there is a gradient of pressure which permits filtration at the
arterial end and absorption at the venous end of the capillary, thus
producing a continuous circulation of fluid between the capillaries
and tissues. He extended his studies to include the effect of gravity,
and found that venous obstruction caused the pressure in the capillaries to rise rapidly to a level above that in the veins. Later on,
Krogh, Landis and Turner demonstrated that the volume of fluid escaping into the tissues from the blood stream in a given time was
directly proportionate to the pressure used to produce venous obstruction and therefore the capillary pressure. They showed further, that
it was inversly proportional to the colloid osmotic pressure. Another
force which controls filtration, reabsorption and the accumulation
of fluid in the interstitial spaces is the tissue tension. It may be
defined as the pressure that the tissues exert on the capillaries
which they contain. Weech,(1934)found that this tension was rather

easily changed by physiological and pathological changes in the
tissue. This, they found, by noting that edema was present at a higher serum protein level in dogs who have been subjected to protein
starvation than in dogs where serum proteins have been depleted by
plasma pheresis. They suggest that the wasted, relaxed tissues of
the malnourished animals offer less resistance to distention by fiuids.
Peters (1935) considers the intercellular fluids not as stagnant lakes but as streams, kept in motion by muscular movements a§ well
as the current set up by consta.~t filtration and reabsorption about
the capillaries and by absorption into the lymphatics.
~
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That these spaces intercommunicate and that fluid may be displaced from one location to another within them by purely physical
forces, is shown by the indentations and temporary deformations
produced by mechanical pressure, especially when there is an excessive accumulation of fiuid. The very accumulation of excess
fluid in one location,so Peters states, must increase tension at
that point and therefore promote reabsorption of the aggregated
fluid, which is then dispersed t,o p:,ints of lower tissue tension.
It is needless to say that the efficiency of lymphatic drainage is important in controlling the quantity of fluids in interstitial spaces. Smith and Dick have demonstrated that the passage of
water through the capillary walls may be altered by varying the pro-

tein concentration of the blood serum without effecting the distribution of the higher diffusible solutes, such as sodium and chloride.
By increasing the protein of the serum, they were able to withdraw

fluid from the tissues into the blood stream. This would bring out
the fact that as in other processes of diffusion across a semipermeablemembrane, two forces are at work. The total osmotic pressure
difference between the two sides of the membrane will cause the
fluid to move as a whole to the coillpartment of higher osmotic pressure. At the same time if the partition of individual diffusible
solutes in the two media is not equal, these will distribute themselves by diffusion independently of the total osmotic pressure.
It may be stated here that the permeability of capillaries to
protein is presumed to vary in different regions of the body. It may

'-'

be altered by circulatory disturbances or injuries to the capillaries.
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Starr has shown tbat adrenalin 7 when it affects the blood pressure
gives rise to transient albuminuria. If one may consider the appearance of albumin in the urine an indication of increased capillary
permeability in the glomeruli these disturbances may not be severe.
It is a well known fact that strenuous and prolonged exercise is
followed by a temporary albuminuria. Several drugs, the most common
histamine, cause transudation from the blood stream, presumably because the loss of proteins to the tissue fluids reduces the effective colloid osmotic pressure of the serum.
Govaerts (cited by Peters in 1935) has demonstrated by these
same methods, and confirmed by direct analysis of the edema fluid
obtained from the transudate of angioneurotic edema, that this transudate contains a high protein concentration. Blalock and Beard,-f also
'demonstrated that in conditions of abnormally low blood pressure, probably because they are attended by perpheral stagnation, vascular permeability is usually increased, blood volume falls, and proteins escape
from the blood stream. In these conditions, of which traumatic shock
is the most striking example,intravenous administration of fluid, by
accelerating capillary filtration, washes proteins from the blood
stream more rapidly.
Drinker, has shown that the nature of the colloids is not without influence upon the fluid exchange. When he perfused the vessels
in the web of the frog with Ringer's solution containing acacia, he
found that edema developed, but could be prevented by the admixture
of as little as 15 to 20 per cent of serum. The osmotic pressure of the

~
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acacia should have been great enough to prevent transudation and
theq>smotic effect of the small arnotlllt of protein in the admixed
serum was quite important. Moreover Walker and Keith have shown that
after hemmorrhage or i'nephrosis, when the plasma proteins have been
depleted, the intr~enous administration of acacia, by raising the
colloid osmotic pressure of the serum, withdraws the fluid from the
interstitial spaces into the blood stream. The simplest explanation
of Drinker's experiment is that the capillary walls became more permeable when the fluid within them is too different from their normal
contents.
Finally, a word must be said about the effects of salt and
water. Other factors remaining the same, Coller et al(l938) found
that the total quantity of fluid in the body depends upon the
quantities and proportions of sodium salts and water which are administrated. The largest quanity will be retained if both salts and
water are given in the proportions in which they normally occur in the
interstitial fluid. Furthermore, any tendency for excessive amounts
of fluid accumulate in the interstitial spaces, will be greatly exaggerated by the administration of sodium bicarbonate or sodium chloride, or both, if sufficient water is made available to provide for
the production of interstitial fluid. This is true not only in the
edemas of heart failure and nephritis, but also of plasmapheresis and
malnutrition. This well recognized effect of sodium salts has given
rise to the idea that sodium or chloride is primarily involved in the
production of edema, that in edematous states the vessels may be

_.,
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peculiarly permeable to these ions that the colloids in the tissues
may have an especial affinity for sodium and water. It-may suffice
to say that it should not seem strange that fluid accumulates more
freely in the interstitial spaces if the proper materials are provided for the elaboration of fluid of the composition native in these
spaces, a fluid which consists chiefly of chloride and bicarbonate
of sodium.

__,.
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EXCHANGES BETWEEN INTRA'°"ii~D EXTRA.... ~ELLULAH. FLUIDS.

Knowledge of the chemical composition of tissue cells is extremely meager. Tissue cells cannot be isolated for direct analysis
beaause of their intimate admixture with inter-cellular substances.
Studies of exchange between cells and fluids have been done largely
on red cells., on the supposition, of course, that the tissue cells
act similarily, therefore, information can be secured only by indirect or inferential methods. That red cells may be considered reresentative of cells in general is open to argument.
Before a detailed review of the work on the exchanges between
cells and extracellular fluid, it may be well to point out the various fluids which are involved or may be involved.
The circulating blood and plasma volumes have been studied by
many workers and various means have been used to determine its volume. Two methods are particularly notewo1'.:;Ay because they have been
found to be fairly reliable and sometimes even have had some practical
application. They are the indirect and the direct methods.
The indirect method consists of the use of dye which adheres to
the albumin fraction. Since some of the albumin may pass through the
capillary wall, this method is not completely accurate. Peters(la)
is of the opinion that for practical purposes this error is not significant. Large amounts of dye appear in the thoracic duct shortly after
injection into the blood stream. If it were steadily, gradually and
permanently removed from the circulation by this route from the moment of the injection, the true volume of the plasma could be estimated by enterpolating to the moment of injection the curve de1W'

scribing the decrease of dye concentration in the blood plasma.

19
There is no certainty however, that the dissemiation of dye through
~

the circulating blood and its escape into thoracic duct lymph are
either initiated or reach steady states simultaneously.
Acoording to Smith et al, 1921 the carbone monoxide method
which measures blood volume directly, yeilds smaller values than the
dye method does. Transfusions with red blood cells containing radioactive iron and phosphorus used by Hahn and associates are not considered by them to be practical for most purposes.
Both carbon monoxide and dyes appear to give too large values
for blood volume, in normal persons, which may be greatly and unpredictably magnified by physiological and pathologival disorders.
The most extensive series of measurements, by Gibson and Evans by a
refined technique with the blue dye T-1824, gave blood volumes fornormal resting adults ranging from 2990 to 6980cc., averaging 4635cc.
Related to weight the average was 72.4cc per Kgm. and related to
surface area, with which the correlation was somewhat closer, the
average was 2750 cc. per sq. m. There was a distinct sex difference,
the average for males being 77.7cc per Kgm. and for females 66.1cc
per Kgm. The greater volume of blood in males depends chiefly on the
larger proportion of cells.
The volume of the intracellular fluids can be determined by
subtracting the extracellular fluid from the total fluid. By weighing
animals before and after desiccation Darrow measured the total water
in a number of species. His findings in m8.1Jililils are: rabbits -75 percent of body weight, dogs -65 per cent, and macacus monkeys 70 per
cent. The proportion of water is greatest in lean, least in adipose

'-'

animals.
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As yet only one substance, heavy water, has been found which
distributes itself rapidly and evenly throughout all the water of the
body and which is not destroyed nor altered in the body.

By this means

Flexner et al estimated that 73 percent of the water of the blood was
exchanged with the extravascular water in the course of a minute.
Raving fairly adequately considered the volume of the fluids in
volved, more attention should be given to the nature of the cells and
the exchanges which occur between these and the fluids.
Cellular membranes in the body are greatly permeable to water,
hydrogen ions, and probobly ammonia, but to few other solutes. Eggleton
{1930) suggests that in most animal forms there seem to be no barriers
to the diffusion of urea. Glucose is distributed uniformly through the
water of plasma and cells in the blood of man. Solutes that can move
unrestrainedly through cell membranes contribute to the total osmotic
pressure of all the media to which they have access, but do not affect
the distribution of water between media. the formation of glycogen
from glucose enables the cells to store large quantities of sugar in
such large molecular form that carbohydrate is effectually imprisoned in
the cells and exerts a minima l osmotic pressure. Lipids, because oftheir
insolubility, must be osmotically almost inert. These intracellular
colloids, although they occupy considerable space, must exert a minor
influence upon the distribution of water. Protein would occupy a similar
position were it not for its ability to cowbine with a great variety of
other substances.
In spite of extreme differences between the pattern of the cells
and the plasma of blood, both apparently have the same osmotic pressure.
Wakefield, Eisenman and Peters on the permeability of the red cell

21
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made several important observations, some of which had not been observed previously. If plasma is replaced or diluted with solutions
of any of one of a great many salts of the same osmotic pressure as
plasma, the cells retained their normal size and shape, where as they
contract in more concentrated solutions and expand in more dilute
solutions.
The fact that the cells are freely permeable to water is evidenced by swelling of the cells which occurs when blood is diluted
with small amounts of water.

Wakeman and associates found the-swelling of the cells proportionate to tbs decrease in concentration of solutes in the serum.
Urea and Glucose as have been stated earlier, permeate all membranes.
However, Wakeman noted that when a drop of blood was placed in isotonic
urea and glucose respectively, the blood in the urea became hemolyzed
at once, while that of the glucose remained in solution. They ascribe
the hemolysis to be due in the first case to the fact that the urea
solution passes into them like so much water under the influence of
esmotic pressure. By the same reasoning, it is inferred that the glucose does not penetrate the cell membrane. Klinghoffer later found
that solutions of urea of any concentration, when added to blood, have
the same effect as equal amounts of distilled water. He found the same
to be true of dilute solutions of glucose. However, as soon as the concentration of glucose exceeds 6.9 to 2.0 per cent, the cells behave as

if they are no loneer freely permeable to glucose. This experiment proves
also that the cell membrane permits the free passage of glucose in all

..,.

concentrations that may be encountered in life. He also noted that sucrose

r,r-
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did not enter cells at all. The phosphoric acid esters, Peters states,
also play a part in the relation to osmotic or acid-base equilibria.
All combine with bases to form salts. They therefore constitute a
large body of anions which is restrained from crossing the cell membrane.
The permeablity of cells to substances may ordinarily be roughly
related to molecular size, as if the membrane bad pores of a certain
magnitude. Far more subtle influences are necessary to explain the permeability of these membranes to electrolytes. In human blood more than
90 per cent of the base of plasma consists of sodium, of which the cells
contain a variable, but smaller quantity. The predominant base in the
cells is potassiwn which makes up only 3 per cent of the base of serum.
Magnesium and Calcium are relatively of small quantity in both cells
and plasma.
Wakeman et al note the extraordinary fact that in vitro, at
least, it is impossible by addition of water and salts or by changing
the reaction of the blood to drive base across the cell membrane. In
response to these measures osmotic equilibrium is re-established by
transfers of water and acids only.
The principal inorganic anions, bicarbonate and chloride(see fig.)
were found by Van Slyke et al to pass freely back and forth between cells
and serum. The acid-base balance was found by them to be preserved by
the immediate and automatic adjustment of the bicarbonate ion in the
presence of a change in any of the other factors. When Chloride was withdrawn from the plasma, it was found to be replaced by bicarbonate-there-

~

by preventing a decrease in total ionic concentration. The source of

bicarbonate is thought to be from the reaction of sodium chloride with

~

Figure l
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Plasma Acid - Base Balance
(after Gamble)
Tb.is diagram indicates the quantity of the main elecj;rolytes
in the plasma.

The darkened area on the basic side is made up of

potassium, calcium and magnesium.

The darkened

a~ea on the acid

side is made up mainly of proteins and small llU-antities of phos~

phate, sulfate and organic acids.
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carbonic acid which is produced by the combination of carbon dio~ide
and water •

will be noted later, the loss of sodium is not so readily

.As

replacable and more over was found to involve a loss of its equivalence
of bicarbonate.

Loss of chloride does not deplete the ion concen-

tration of plasma, where as the loss of sodium does, and doubly.
The phosphate ion has been mention but the sulphate has been
neglected.

De Beer claims that the sulfate ion moves with chloride to

and from the cell in response to alterations of the pH of the blood.
Peters, (1935) states that the cell membrane is impen~eable to this
ion.

In any case the concentration of phosphates

antly have little influence upon

th,➔

and sulfates appar-

osmotic equilibria.

Wakeman, Eisenman, and Peters have shown that if base is added,
either in solid form or in hypertonic solutions, water is yielded by the
cells.

This increases the osmotic concentration of the cell and dimin-

ishes it in the serum, thus re-establishing the equilibria between the
two media.

They found that added base remained entirely in the serum.

Conversely, they found that if hypotonic salt solutions were given,
water without sodilllll passed into the cell, causing edema.
Withoug direct alteration of bases in the serum, Van Slyke et al
showed that cells may be maue to swell or contract by shifts of water.
This was done by increasing or decreasing the acidity of the blood.

This

they showed by adding carbonic acid (C~ & H20) to the serum. which already
contained beearbonate.

Some carbonic acid then diffused into the cell

where it reacts with undissolved potassium-protein salts to form potassiUlll
bicarbonate.

'-'

The osmotic pressure of the serum may be increased by

the addition of a &~all amount of carbonic acid alone, while in the cell
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further increments are addeaby the production of the ionizable
~

potassium bicarbonate from unionizable potassium-protein salts. Therefore the osmotic pressure in the cell increases over that of the serum
and water diffuses into the cell. Coincidental with this exchange,
chloride was found to pass into the cell also, apparently, Van Slyke
believes, in order to maintain the distribution ratio of chloride and
bicarbonate ion constant. Hence it may be concluded that acidification
cause both water and chlorides to pass into the cell. Alkalinization
was found to have opposite effect. This is true whether changes in reactions a.re produced by frank addition of alkali or acid, variations of
carbon dioxide tension or changes in oxygenation of hemeglobin. It is
obvious from these findings that alkalosis or acidosis should be prevented or corrected when signs of one of these impending disturbances
are seen.
Peters (1935) believes that between tissue cells and interstitial
fluids, comparable exchanges of water and acids take place as a result
of disturbances of acid-base or electrolyte equilibrium. He fo1md that in
conditions of base depletion, cells are frequently found to be swollen.
He demonstrated that changes of oxygen and carbon dioxide tension of
circulating blood, invariably caused changes in volume and chloride
content in red cells.
A few remarks concerning the work done~~ tissue cell, perse should
be mentioned here.
The only hwnan tissues for which reasonably reliable analyses are
available are muscles and liver. If it be granted the red cells act essentially like tissue cells, it would seem useless to present evidence

,...,,

here which bas already been observed from findings on the red cell. Some
fiifferences however have been noted.

,,__,

2

5

Katz in analysis of the muscles of a criminal immediately after
death, found that the concentration of water in muscles to be about the
same as in the blood cell. He found the mass of the muscle to contain
19.6 percent of interstitial fluid, 65 percent of the cell base was
potassium, 23 percent sodium, and the remainder of the base mostly
magnesium, while phosphate was the predominant acid, amounting to 46
percent, sulfate 45 percent, and chloride only about 8 percent. The interstitial fluid contained 93.6 percent sodium, and 3.2 percent potassium.
Experiments by Hastings and coworkers (1927) showed that like red cells,
muscles cells were impervious to potassium and sodium ions, and that adjustments were entirely by transfer of water. It was suggested by Peters
that lactic acid to a large extent assumes the role that chloride holds
in the blood.
The segregation of sodium and potassium as found by the above
workers, is obviously an advantage in that by this means the more elements
of the body, the cells, are doubly guarded against the inroads of the external environment. The interstitial fluid may well be considered as an
"osmotic buffer". It serves as a large homogenous mass of water and salts
with no internal restraint other than the endothelial membranes. Under
the combined forces of hydrostatic and osmotic pressure of colloids it
can be rapidly moved and aggregated where moat needed; for example, during
digestion, to the alimentary canal. Here its composition as well as its
volume and osmotic pressure may be greatly altered by the introduction of
new products. At least temporarily, large quantities of salt and water
may be withdrawn or added to it. By means of the lymphatic stream and the

'-'
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blood circulation the fluid,is as it were, "rapidly stirred" so that the
disturbances of osmotic pressure are distributed over the whole mass of
the fluid. The cells, protected by their relatively impervious walls,

will suffer minimal changes.
The interchange between cells and inter-cellular fluid cannot
be dismissed without mention of the fact that under certain conditions
potassium and phosphate may escape from the cells. In fact, recently,
Eisenman, Hald and Peters found that when blood was placed in the incubator so that the metabolism of the cells proceeds normally, potassium
was found to move across the membrane, the direction of its motion depending not uponits concentration, but upon the nature of the metabolic
action of the cell. This ionic transfer, they pointed out, was accomplished
only if sufficient energy was produced by the metabolism with which
their motion was associated. If the metabolic action of cells was reduced
by chilling, no appreciable quantities of either sodiUJn or potassium were
found to enter or leave the cell.
Heppal recently pointed out that although sodium is usually excluded from the muscle cells in men, it will enter them in animals. Bisgar~
.,. McIntyre and Osheroff found that in dogs in which hyper thermic shock
was produced, there was a marked increase of serum potassium giving evidence of loss of cell potassium to the serum, but without change of serum
sodium and chloride levels. In man they found a drop both in sodium and
potassium blood levels, presumably because of considerable ;oss of sodium
through sweating.
Gamble and Ross advanced the opinion that cells gave up potassium

'-'
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when either protein or glycogen was destroyed within the cell. If

"-"

base moved across a membrane, whenever the concentration of protein
or glycogen was altered, such movements would

ee

of necessity pro-

duce disturbances in osmotic pressure. Peters on the contrary states,
"if potassium were sacrificed in behalf of intracellular osmotic
pressure or preserve protein and glycogen from undue dilution, the
integrity of the cells would be jeopardized by every glass of water. 11
As yet, the passage of potassium across the cell membrane is not
clearly understood.

,_,

WATER AND ELECTROLYTE
M.AINTANANCE
Water is provided to the body in the .form of obvious fluids, the
water contained in solid foods and water produced in the oxidation of
foodstuffs; it is dissipated through the skin, lungs, kidneys and
bowels. The total quantlty of fluid turnover of the normal individual
of 70 Kg. body weight has been estimated by Adolph to

be

about as follows,

Table 1.
-Fluid excreted and reabsorbed.
Saliva

(in cc.)

500 - 1500

Gastric secretion

1000 - 2400

Intestinal secretion

700 - ,30Ci6

Pancreatic

700 - LOO

secretion Liv,_,r bile

100 - 400

Total
Fluids lost

J?.r the

3000 - 8300
body.

(in cc.)

Urine

60 0 - 2000

Fee.es

50 - 200

Insensible perspiration 350 - 700
Sensible perspiration

50 - 4C00
0 -

Mouth

900

Total

1050 - 7800

Total fluid turnover

4050 - 16100

The common practice of attempting to estimate water balance by
comparing the volume of urine with the amount of water ingested by
mouth obviously is extremely inaccurate. The preexisting watff& taken
with food can .rather easily be d.e terniined, as can the water excreted..
from feces and uririe.
foodstuffs and

'l'he'quantit.f�s derived from tl\e'oxidation of

~9
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through the skin and lungs cannot be sim~Jly m.e,,sured EW.d are consequently estimated by indirect methods of calculation.
The fluids drunk varies considerably from day to day.

Atwater

and Benedict studying subjects at lif,;ht activity over a period of

49 days found totals of from 833 to 1400 cc. of water daily.
increased work the average ingested rose to 2045 cc.

Vlith

The a.mount of

fluid drunk was noted to increase greatly when there v:as active sweating
as occurs with bard physical labor or with uncomfortably high temperatures and humidity.
2::;t}'.)

cc. of water per

The average adult aprarently drinks from 800 to
day.

Water from· food comes from two diff rent sources with no distinction as to whether the food used is that of the diet or of the
individuals own body tissue.

Both furnish their water content and

combustion yield water of oxidation.
food is comparatively high.

The water content of ordinary

Accordiug to Coller and Maddock (1935)

vegetables and fruits average 80 to 85 per cent of we.ter, while meats
average 6:1 to 70 percent.

They found that the total amount of water

from this source per day is as follows:
General Diet:
Total weight of solids
Dry weight of solids

Water content

1888 Gms.
769_ Gms.

lll9 Gms.

Soft Diet:
Total weight of solids

'tiiwl

1265 Gms.

Dry weight of solids

812

Water content

450 Gms.

Gms.

~

-,

_,A'
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Roughly, then, one may consider the water content of a routine
solid diet to contain at least 1000 cc. of water per day, the soft
diet about 500 cc.

The following simple equation is an example of

formation of water of oxidation:
Cf3H1206 + 6 02: 6 CO2+ 6 H20

In this manner the oxidation of

1 gram of carbohydrate yields 0.60 grams of water
1 grBlll of fat yields

1.07

"

"

n

1 gram of protein yields

0.40

n

n

n

To determine the total. amount of water made available by this means
one must have an accurate knowledge of the total amount of carbohydrates, fats and proteins being oxidized.

Coller and Maddock, 1935,

estimate this quantity to be 200-400 grams of water per day.
In body tissue, the same as in meat, there is a water content

to consider:
Body protein--------------75% water
Body fat------------------10%

"

Whether this water content adds to or takes from the general supply
of available water, depends on the water content of the food, the
amount oxidized, and the amount ingested.
It is impossible to determine with absolute accuracy the water
balance in surgical patients over a long period of time.

The main

difficulty is the necessary variability of their food and the inability to determine the metabolic mixture ( that is. the amount of

_..,

carbohydrates, fats, and proteins being oxidized) from the one
period to another.Frequently the diet may have to be changed because
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the patient cannot tolerate food because of the disease or the
nature of the operation.

Changes in the metabolic mixture may be

due to changes in the metabolic characteristic of the disease as
in hyperthyroidism or associated with fever.

Maddock

(1930)

fowd that each gram of solid food eaten yeilds through its water
content and its water of oxidation approximately nine-tenths of
a gram of water.

In other words, nine-tenths of the amount of

solid food may be considered as available water.
In recent years considerable work has been done on insensible
perspiration.

As early as 1614 Sanctorious Sanctorious the "first

famous master of experimental medicine", published his works Ara
de Statica Medicine, in hich he tells of his observations with the
thermometer, pulsilogium, and the balance.

His aphorisms dealing

with insensible perspiration are of particular interest since the
phrase is his.

In apboris 11 he states, "If a physician who has the

care of another's health is acquainted only with the sensible supplies
and evacquations and knows nothing of the waste that is daily made
by insensible perspiration, he will only deceive his patient."

The insensible loss of water is of particular interest because
the process is continuous, relatively large amounts of water are
involved under ordinary circumstances.

Because through the warmth

of the operative room, the increased bed covers in the immediate
post operative periods, the indreased production of heat with fever,
the heat discipating mechanism carries an additional load and water
thus lost may be an important cause of dehydration.

'-"

The energy of the body is derived entirely from the oxidation
of the foodstuffs and this energy is expended in two ways:
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in the performance of external mechanical work, and in the production
of heat.

This heat is dissip ated by conduction, radiation, and

through evaporation.

It is evaporation that we are particularly

concerned

with here, since it involves the loss of a certain amount of
body water.

Newburgh, Wiley and Lashmet (1931) showed that the

amount of heat loss by vaporization of water in the male resting
subject is significant.

They found that temperature and humidity

greatly
affect the amount of water lost.

The amount of energy loss was

found to be proportional to the weight of water evap orated.

When heat

p roduction is moderate and environmental temperature and humidity are
equable, approximately 25 p er cent of the heat produced by a norm.al
individual is lost by evaporation.

From this relation,

they prop osed a method of estimating water balance.

This is the

•Metabolic metbod11 which was mentioned 11arlier in this paper.

They

produced the following formula: WB-(W2 - Wl) p lus (S8- s}) plus
( C - (1).4.9P - F), in which TO. and W2 are the final and initial body

weights, S8 and Sf are the solids of excreta and ingesta., while

C, P and Fare the weights of carbohydrate, protein and fat burned
by the subject.

The first two terms, the weight gained and the solids

lost, may be measure directly with considerable accuracy.

The last

term, the quantity of food burned, can be estimated only by indirect
methods that involve a series of assumptions:

that C is equal

to the carbohydrate eaten, that P can be calculated from the nitrogen
excreted in the urine, and that the insensible loss be"l-rs a fixed
relation to the heat producti'Jn, from. which the F may be culc·uJ.ated.
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DuBois L� 1921, found that at high temperatures heat dissipation
falls almost entirely upon evaporation, but sensible perspiration
i nvalidates this measure of fluid loss since sweating causes the
proportion of heat loss by evaporation to mount rapidly. More-over,
water lost by sweating through the skin may escnpe evaporati�n.
Nevertheless, Newbourgh et al (1931) in well controlled conditbns of
sweating wi thL� moderate limits and other conditions carefully
controlled, found differences of less than 5 per cent above that
obtairted by the indirect calorimetric method over a period of 24
hours.

Gilman and Barbour reported that insensible losses vary

with the osmotic pressure of the body fluids.

However, Peters (191+4)

is of the opinion that the final result is of little effect on the
total fluid exchange.

Obviously, severe febrile conditions and

hyperthyroidism greatly affect the heat and water losses.

Adolph

also found that the sim.ultanious administration of excessive a.mo1nts
of water and pituitrin, which greatly increases the load of water
in the body, seems to exaggerate vaporization, while severe
dehydration diminishes it.

The injection of hypertonic salt

soluti:in was also found to diminis� it.

Interestingly enough, DuBois

found that when the bodJ temperature is rising the insensible loss
falls; during subsidence of fever it was found to rise.

As to the

actual volume of body flui d i nvolved, Gilman and Barbour reported
that the controlling factor is not the volume of fluid, but the
osmotic pressure of the body fluids.
If the water vaporized from the skin and the lungs is a direct
functi)n of heat production, it remains to find a means of measuring
one or the other of these factors.

Benedict and Root found that in

short periods of study, u_nder basal conditions, there is a linear
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relation between heat 1)roduction, by respir:.tor.1 calorimetry

and insensible perspiration or loss of weight.

This rei:Jresents the

total loss of wei;:;ht not referable to excretion of urine and f'>ces.
E was found by Christie and Loomis t;hat during normal respir&tion,
with the atmospheric temperature between 23o and 25o C, the aqueous
tension of the alveolar air is about 2mm. mercury lower than it
wo,tld be if tne a.ir were completely saturated at rectal te:w_:,'.',erature.
As

·the environmen tal temperatu re rises to 3 7. 5 - 41° the vapor tension

of the alveolar also rises.

Saturi::.tion is mo:ce nearly attained

du ring apnes; alveolar va?or pressure, they found, to f all during
hyperventilation.
of i�an and

In th<"c studies by Martin ,)n the thern.al adjustments

animals to exter-nal conditions, he suggested that the

insensible water from the skin did n::>t emerge through the skin, to
evaporate on the su rface, but to escape as water vapor directly from
within the skin, which is permeable to gases, but not to water.
Fina::'_ly, Benedict made the important observation that so long as the
sweat glands are inactive, the insensible perspiration is almost,
if n,:t altogether, devoid of solutes.
After considerabl e theoretical work upon determination of in
sensible loss Newburgh and Johnson (19_::0) finc.lly produced a practical
method of estiinating insensible loss.
Insensible loss = Initial weight - final weight plus Intake Excreta.

This equation is based on -che sim:-;le assumption that

25 percent of the heat produced is eliminatsd by vaporization of water,
according to the observations of Newburgh, Wiley and Lashmet (1931).
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LaVietes (1935) however, is of the O)inion that a rather significant
error is likely to be o erlooked by the use of this eVIUation.

He

points ont that even at basal conditions the _s;roportion of heat lost
by va_.:;orization in the normal individual may deviate from the average
by as much as 10 to 15 percent. Also, the deviation :nay become far
greater in disease or disturbsd phyliological st&.tes and the direction
and magnitude of these deviation s is quite unpredictable. Sensible
perspiration of course, still further invalidates such estimations and
introduces additional cowplications because, as will be pointed out,
sweat ca.:mtains significant amounts of solutes.
When the environmental temperature, humidity or heat 1:,roduction
rises so high that the necessary a.mount of heat cannot be eliminated by
the usual processes, the sweat glands are brought into play. In the
nude resting subject at moderate huwidity, DuBois found that sweating
becom.es :;:erceptible at 31o C., but clothing or even slight muscular
activity will bring it on at 25° C to 28° C.

When the

temperature exceeds 35° C the heat lost by evaporation exceeds the
heat produced, because radiation no longer eliminates heat fro,;,, but
contributes it to, the body. Subjects studied by Adolph at Boulder
City at a mean shade temperature of 35.5° C. drank an avarage of 4000
cc. of water daily, although they drank only 1400 cc. per day in Boston
during the winter.

He also found that respiratory losses of water

increased only very slightly with temperature in man.

In dogs, however,

where no sweat glands are present, this is not the case. Winslow and
Gagge suggested that perspiration and the secretion of
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sweat is regulated by the amount of blood circulating in the skin.
The controlling factor, they believ e, cannot be the temperature of the
skin itself, because this may diminish as a result of evaporation if
swe&ting is ,profus e.

Instead they believe

that sweating may be con

trolled by the internal (rectal) temperature, which is found to increase
slightly under conditions that promote sweating, even when the skin
temperature falls.

A rise of internal temper1:tt.,re, ev en without change

of env ironmental temperature or humidity, will induce sweating.
The statement made earlier, that insensible perspiration consists
merely of water is not quite true. There is a minute but constant loss
of materials through the skin by loss of surface cells, from the se
cretions of sebaceous glands of from imperceptible activity of the sweat
glands. It is the opinion of Benedict, and several other workers that
the amounts lost through the skin when there is no obvious sweat, are
negligible.
The quantities of solutes lost in sweat on the contrary are rather
significant when dealin5 with the problem of water balance.

Moss and

later Hhncock et al found that beside rather large amounts of urea, salt
was found in v ery significant amounts in sweat.

The lai,ter of these

workers found the concentration to increase with rate of sweating.

The

concentration of urea WGS found to nave some relation to concentration
of sweating and of non-protein in the blood.

Mccance found the rela

tion of sodium to chloride to be about 1 to 1, while tlllit of the extra

cellular fluid was about 1.4 to 1 and suggested, as has been noted, that
sweat probably was ev aporated as a gas through the skin directly from
the interstitial fluid below the skin.

Since it was found that the

concentration of salt is proportional to that of the serum he
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suggested that the administration of large quantities of salt will
decrea1,e the amount lost b y sweating.

Moss

noted further that if

only water was taken to replace the lost fluid the concentration of
salt in extra-cellulr fluid and sweat would fall.

He also noted

that sweating per se tends to draw more fluid than salt from the
body; but it did, in climatized subjects (those who lived in trop
ical climates for long periods of time), cause salt depletion.
Sweat is distL1ctly hypotonic,

the average ccncentrations of Na

and CI in the sweat of 'Ha les being only about

varying from 10 to 70

.ffiJl.

30 mm. per liter,

i.e. ab out 30 to 50% of that of serum.

Newb uri:;h et al (1935) (see fi;. Q.) made the imprtant observatbn
that the va�orizing process, in contrast to water for kidney func
tion, is little affected

by the 8.illount of v1ater available, but takes

wbht it needs.

water sup,.jly is low, there is no mechanism

When the

whereby body tem�erature can be controlled.

In <le9rivation for

lone:; periods of time the urine output may drop almost to nothing,
and. sufficient
within

water be availabel to kee�.J internal body temr1era.ture

ormal limit, but water still continues to be vaporized fro;·

the skin and lungs

until critical dehydrati ,n and death occurs.

Water for va1jorization may be said as having "preferential rights"
on available water.

Moss has demonstrated that normal subjects

perfor11,ing h<:1avy work a.t high temi:;erl:l.t11ras may lose enormous
quantities of salt and water ia swe&t, greatly depleting the volume
of fluid and supply of sodium chloride in the body.

Moss also

showed that the symptoms of miners I cram:.is are caused by excessive
dilution of the b'dy fluids with water when the Scit.lt content
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of the body has been depleted by profuse sweating.

As will be m entioned

later, miner's cram�,s &re a manifestation of water intoxication, i. e.,
reduction of the osmotic pressure of the body fluids. Oddly enough they
occur only in untrained or unacclim ted subjects. The latter were found
to lose less salt in the sweat.

Dogs, it was found, can drink 11to their

heart's content" after exercise in tropical heat without getting cram)s
because they have no sweat glands.
Sufficient data have been 1.:,r•esented to show the importance of
sensible and insensible losses.

Because of its unpredictable nature and

the difficulties a+.tending its collection and m eaurement, sweat stands as
the most serious obsta.clt to the estimation of the metabol-ism of water
and salt.

T::.e appearance of sensible perspirati::m in surgical patien-::s

must be looke for, and if it is detected, must receive adequate
consideration.
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AL!i<.4Ei.1TARY EXCHANGES

As early as the middle of the last century Bidder and Schmidt
and Schmiot measured and analyzed the digestive secretions of the
alimentary canal and the feces and pointed out the enormous quantities
of fluid and solutes that I.ere poured into the stomach and intestines
daily, only to be absorbed.

Later Schmidt demonstrated this

influence most strikingly in his classical studies of epidemic
cholers, dysentary and catharsis.

After this, attention was diverted

chiefly to the na ture of feca l losses in health �nd disease.

More

recently intere3t has again returned to the quantitative chemica l
composition and mode of formation of the digestive secretions.
Sch:iiidt showed in his studies in 1850 the similarity between
the fluids secreted by the alimentarJ canal &nd blood serum a nd the
influence of this exchange upon the internal environment.

The full

implications of these phenomena were first recognized by Gamble 1925
who showed that all these secretions and those of the digestive glands,
in spite of their diversity in chemical patterns, have the same os.motic
pressure as the body fluid.

Mccance, from his studies and fro,n the

literature, obtained the findings which are iresented in a modified
form in

Fig.

a,.

Tr1e3e findings .nave verified Gilman a nd Barbour not :nly by chemical
a n&lysis, but also by meaaurment of vapor pressure.
The effect of saliva on the tot�l w ter balance is not usually
a sig,nificant facto r when dealing

with surgical patients.

The total

volume secreted in 24 hours it has been estimated by Starr to be
about 1200 to 1400 cc.

Nearly all of this quo.11tity is reabsorbed after

enterine ::;he lower gastroi ,testi.:ml tract.

DeBeer and Wilson
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found it to contain less sodiwc chloride than serum but it was also
found, like sweat, to vary with the sodium chloride level of the blood.
Of much greater importance is the excha..�ge of gastric juice.
Gilm an and Cowgill found the osm otic pressure her::..to be the sam e as
that of the Sel'UJ41., both by inorganic analysis imd by va,:)or pressure
determinations.

They noted further that any change of osmotic pressure

of the serum, such as would be produced by water deprivation, or intra
venous injection of hypertonic Saliva or glucose solution .would
accurately be m&rrored in the gastric contents.

Gam ble and Ross (1925)

have shown that the isotonicity whth serum is maintained by virtue
of the fact that in the sto.ach secretions the concentration of chlo
ride, which makes up for the major part of the anions, is alw�ys
a�? roxim1::.tely equivalent to the concentration of the base in serw".
They found sodium alone to be involved in fluctuations of base that
attend changes in acidity.

The chanses of chloride which attend

alterations of the osmotic pressure of the blood seJ?Ulll were found
to involve only neutrctl chloride, i. e., sodium chlori e, not the
free hydrochloric acid.
SimiL,r to gastric juice, the secretions of the pancreas,
according to Gamble and Mciver (1924) are isotonic with blood serum;
however, the aetailed composition is quite different.

The concentra

tion of base, chiefly sodium, is ap!roximately the same 1:ts that of
the serum.

They found sodium to bear the chief responsibility here for

the maintenance of osmotic equilibrium.

Chloride and bicarbonate as

tLb �hief anions, are of necessity inversely related to each other,
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and variations of base were fonnd to be covered chiefly by the
bicarbonation.
700

Adol�>h estimates ,he amount secreted to be about

to 1000 cc • per 2/;, hours.
Bile collected from th e hepatic duct is also found to be is�nic

with seru,-,1, according to freezin,_ point deter--winations made by Ravdin
et al.

It wc.:.s found

to contain more base, however, thatn serum and

its anion pattern seemed more variable than that of the gastric ::,nd
pancreatic secretions.

There

is, as a rule, more bicarbonate and

invariably less chloride than there is in serum, and in addition a
variable load of bile acid.
of sodium is

The concentration

ablrut the so.me as ths.t of the serum.

Tne

concentration

of bile salts rises at the expense of bicarbona te and chloride.

The

quantity secreteu by the liver has been estimated by Adolph

total

to bb 100 to 400 cc. per day.
Concarning the native secretions of the intestines below the
entrance of

bile and pancreatic ducts, some informati,;n has been

gained from dire�t analysis by DeBeer and Wilson of the contents of
isolated

loops.

They fc,,und that ti1ere is a progressive change in the

secretions from above downward.

All wore found to be isotonic serum

and to have sodium as their chief cation.

In the jejunum the

princi�;al a.."lion is still ch loride and the reaction is sli5htly acid,
but the secretions were found to b:,come progressively more alkaline
with bicarbons.te replacing chloride in the downward course toward the
colon.

Isotonicity with th e serum is maintained, apparently almost

entirely by mea..�s of sodium and the predominant anion whether this be
chloride or bicarbonate.

Thus the intravenous administration
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of hypertonic sodiu m chloride causes sodium to increase in bo�h jejun
al an colonic looi.;s; but whereas in the jejunum the e;,treL sodiu m was
co�c.bined with chloride, in the colon it was fou nd co bined with bicar

bon�te.
70()

Adolph bas estimated the intestinal secretion to be about

to 3000 cc. per day.
It has been found by Burns and Visscher that materials �1hich are

introduced into a:n..y part of the alimentary c&nal under::c:o readjustment
and as a result they become isotonic with tbe blood serum, at the same
time they assume an electrolyte pattern similar to t.hat which is
characteristic of the se::retions peculiar to particular part of the
gastrointestinal tract.

These adjustments were found to be effected by

simultaneous absorption "'1ld secretion.

Except in the acid excretion of

the stomach, where it is largely replaced by the hyd rogen ion, sodium
is the predominant cation of these flu ids, while the l:illions consist
almost entirely of chloride and bichrbonate.

Th.is is rather convi�1cing

evidence that these secretions are derived from the interstitial
fluid.

Peters (1935) found that by the ingestirm of hypertonic glucose

soluti::m addition of salt and water wou ld take nlace until
the final solution had reached the same osmotic pressure as the serum.
A hypotot:mic solution lost voluG,e, although it gained salt, until it
reached the se,me

osmotic pressure.

Burns and Visscher noted that

even while these solutions gained or lost fluid, glucose was being
withdrawn from them in to the blood.

They

found that the actual

quantity of fluid excreted in response to the ingestion of food or
fluid was determined by the osmotic pressure of the ingesta.

The

amount of water left in the normal gut depended. upon the quantity of
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solutes were not or could not be absorbed.

Eisenman et al ( 1937)

are of the opinion that stomach secretions follow the same principles
as do tho�:e of the inte8tine; but they found absorption, e·:en of
water, to be almost neblible .
predominate;
yields

In the colon absor_µtion was found to

this is the 0ite of the final concentrati�n process that

the semisolid feces.

The alimentary caaal affords little pro�ection to the internal
environment.
of

Kirsner and

Knowlton have shown that the abr;orption

w1:t.ter c1.nd salt doel:3 not cease when there is a balance of these

materials in the body.

They also noted that secretory acLivity con

tinues even when salt concentration and volnille of body flu id is
markedly de�leted.

Since these secretions are absorbed, this has no

'ticious effect so long as the alimentary canal, kidneys and other
orga.."ls are functbninf, normally.

If, however, the gastro-intestinal

contents are removed by vomititm, diarrhea, by a tube or t'..1rough a
fistula., the ur:e:ontrolh,d secretory activity may

to

disa�trous

dehydra tic)n and salt depletion.
The mass mover;;ent of fluid involved in thA processes of secretion and reabsorption require some other force than osrn.ot.ic rresf>ure.
Wells believes these

movements are controlled 17.t a balance between the

colloid osmotic pressure of the proteins in the tissue fluids
of the intestinal villi whic h tends to

withdraw fluid from the

intestine, and the hydrostatic yressu re on the tow sides of the
intestinal mucosa.

He fou nd that the introdu ction into the intestines

of food lilld fluid regularly evoked circult,tory congestir.n, which
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disa� eared w;1en

absor1,tion took pla ce.

He suggests that the direction

and the rate of flow of fluid across the intestinal wall vary witjl

hydrostatic .ure ssure in the tissu
e

suaces of the "Tilli and the intra-

.

intestinal pressure.

From the se studies ce rtain gene ral conclusions can be dr�wn.
First, despite the diversity ,if their cbemic;_il patterns the digestive
secr.:::tions of the aliJ1,entary c<ini:il ccre, with the possible exce1,tion

of saliva, isoton:l-c with the blood se rum.

Second, mixtures introduced

into the stomach or gut become isotonic with the serum in the course of
their absorption.

Third, most of the fluid t:tnd solutes poured

into the gut from the body is subsequently reabsorbed.
much of the

Fourth,

mate rial of which feces a.re composed re pre se nts

products contri but ed to the

in the ga strointestinal se cre tions

and not merly unabsorbed ingesta.
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REGULATION OF BODY FLUIDS AND
E L E C T R O L Y T E S

B Y T H E KI D N E Y S •

The chief responsibility for the maintenance of the volume and
composition of the body fluids depends to a 1&.rge extent upon the
kidneys. The elimination of abnormal substances and superfluous amounts
of normal constituents is no more important that thtm the convervation
in proper rropo·tions of essential components, including water.

There

is no longer any reasonable do,1bt that these objects are achieved by
a combination of filtration, reabsorption and secretion.

Smith and

his assciates have devised ingenious methods for the measu::'em.ent of
these three processes in thB intact animal, all depending upon the
clearance principle.
The activity of the kidney is obviously dependent on the activity
and structure of the basic unit of the kidney, ,he nephron.

It is

assumed that the reader is acquainted with the general anatomy and
physiology of this structure. A few important po:i.nts, however, de
serve speci�l consideration.
As early as 1915 McL ean found that the rate of excretion of
urine 1:-.nd sodium chloride is ca�ried out according to definite laws
depending upon the blood concentration, the rate of wa.ter output
and indirectly by the weL:ht of the patient.

Threshold of salt

excretion was found to be fairly constant, ranging rrom 5.25 Gms. per
liter of plasrna, but never below 5.62 Gma. in the normal kidney.
Van Slyke {1923) introduced the term

1

clearance 1 which he used to

designate the virtual volume of 1,lasma cleared of a given solute in a
stiindard time.

The clearance of substance that passes the glomerular

filter freely, but is neither reabsorbed nor se;reted by the tubules,
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will equal the rate of glomerular filtration.

The dUfference between the

filtration rate end the rate excretion of the fully elaborated urine
gives

the rate of eeabsorption of water.

The r&te of secretion or

reabsorption of any solute may also be measured by comparing its
clearance with t� of one of the purely filterable solutes.

By

these methods, Smith

1943 bas estim�ted that the average

renal blood flow of an adult ruale amounts to a.bout 12 .. 0 cc. per minute,
plasma flow about 7'JO cc. per minute.

The average rate of glomeruli::r

filtration is about 130 cc. per minute, the blood plasma losing more
than 15 per cent of its w�,ter in its passage through the glomerular
capillaries.

Since the norme.1 r&te of uririe flow is from0.7 to 1.5 cc.

per minute, S,9 per cent or more of the water filtered through the
glomeruli is ordinarily reabsorbed in the renal tublules.

In a comparatative study of the excretion of water and solids
by normal and abnormal kidneys, the waste mhterihls excreted varied from
15 to 50 Gms. daily, an e.verage daily output amounting t.o 35 Gms. The

a.mou..'1.t of water just sufficient for norm.al and abnormal kidney function
is sho�n in Table 2.

Contrary to kidney of a.�phibia and other low form of life, that
of t:.e manmali,m is able to reab sorb Wbter against the force of

osmctic pressure, to �,roduce a urine with an osmotic ;iressure far
ab ove that of plasma.

However,

this power does not seem to be a

single function limited specific�lly to osmotic pressure.

It bas

been shovm by sev eral observ ers, �specially Gamble and Ross, (1925) that
the limiting osmola.r concentration for urea is grf'-& ter th.ah
the limiting concentration for sodium chloride and that the addition

Table 2

KIDNEY

I

MAXIMAL

SPECIFIC GRAVITY

WATER per 35 GMS.

SOLIDS

NORMAL

1.032 - 1.029

473

DISEASED

1.028 - 1.025

595

1.024 - 1.020

605

1.019 - 1.015

850

l.014 - l.010

1439

From this table it is evident that for an individual with normal
kidney working at maxi.nrilln concentration, an output of less than 500 cc.
of urine a day will be necessary to excrete the average a:raount of waste
material.

In severe renal disease, with kidne�s capavle of

concentrating to a specific gravity of only 1.014 to l.010, about
1,500 cc. of urine daily is required for the sa.:�e process. Chief
concern with kidne� failure is that sufficient water be available
daily to enable the kidney to perform its excretory function.

It is a

distinct advantage to have more than the minim.um amount of water
available so that the kidney may not be forced to work at its maximum
rate.

I+?

'-"
of either one does not limit the concentration of the other. Urea and
sodium chloride do not compete with one another for water. On the other
hand, the concentrations of chloride, bicarbonate, sodium, potassium,
inorganic phosphate, glucose and creatinine seem to be limited by the
aggregate osmolar concentrations of these ~onstituents, which do, therefore, compete with one another for water. The excretion of water, then,
depends not only on the quantity, but also upon the nature of the solutes requiring elimination.
Steward and Rourk noted that when large a.mounts of water were
given without salt, the resulting aqueous diuresis may carry with it
from the body a certain amount of sodium and chloride; chloride
excretion may diminish slightly after moderate amounts of water.
They also suggested that since ingestion of water tends to lower the
concentration of salt in serum and in glomerular filtrate salt should
be more completely reabsorbed unless sufficient water were given to
increase glomerular filtration.
In studies by Winkler et al (1944) the excretion of water by dogs
and men varied directly with protein catabolism, although urinary
concentrations of nitrogen never reached maximal values. Nevertheless
as water becomes more precious less and less is yielded for each
increment of urea up to the limiting concentration. Urea clearances
fall, accounting for the nonprotein nitrogen retention of dehydration.
As the quantities of urea requiring excretion dihliLish the volume of

._,,

urine does not fall proportionally because the influence of other
solutes persists. For this reason it

u

im,possible to obtain urine
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of maximal concentration from subjects with low protein catabo1ism
by restriction of water.
Gamble and Mciver proved that glucose which escapes reabsorption in the tubles requires for its excretion the same a.mount
of water required by an osmotically equivalent quantity of salt, but
it does not, however, tend to displace salt excretion to such an extent that it may deplete the body fluids of salt.
The excretion of salt by the kidney, according to Winkler and
Smith (91), is increased as the concentration of sodium and chloride
in the serum rises, but its reabsorption also increases although to a
lesser degree. The concentrations of sodium and chloride in the serum
consequently remain elvated or even increase when excessive amounts
of salt are given. The retention of salt has a double advantage, namely,
the displacement of salt from the urine permits other substances that
compete with salt to be excreted with greater economy of water, and at
the same time causing accumule.rion of sodium chloride in the body. This,
they suggest,

br raising

the osmotic pressure of the extracellular

fluid, withdraws water from the cells, which thereby sh&re in the dehydration which would otherwise be borne entirely by the extracellular
fluids.
Potassium,they noted is eliminated at a somewhat faster rate than
sodium and, instead of suppressing the excretion of the latter, causes
a transitory sodium diuresis.
Adolph has pointed out that when excess of salt is ingested, profuse diuresis and loss of weight occurs; when the procedure is re-

'-'

versed and large quantities of water are given, the urine becomes
highly dilute. In a sense, then, the obligation between water and
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solutes in relation to urinary excretion appears to be mutual. Viewed
in the light of the filtration and reabsorption theory, it would appear
that water can not be withdrawn against an unlimited osmutic pressure,
( or concentration of solutes) nor can solutes be absorbed to an in
indefinite extent without water.
The kidney also controls
in the serwn.

he chloride a.Jd bicarbonate balance

After administration of 11:::,rge amounts of bicarbonate

Davies, Halda ne, and Paskett in 1922 showed that urinary excretion
of bicarbonates increases while that of chloride decreases,

The same

results were observed after excessive vomith:g, for exE:lllple in pyloric
obstruction.

In bot instances bicarbona te in the serum is r.d.gh, while

chloride is low, c..f er bicarbonite simply bec1:�use of dilution, after
vomiting because the chloride lost in the voniitus ht::.s been replaced
by bicarbonate.

In both instances the augmented excretio� of bicar

bonate may be attributed to tr,e hi,.h c�•ncentration of serum.
In 1925, Gamble and Ross reported cases of proionged vomiting in which while bicarbonate in the serum was still greatly elevated
the urine became acid in rel:iction and c,.mta ined only negligible amounts
of chlorice a nd bicarb�nate.

They :found that if chloride would now

be administered, the bicarbonate Yrould be poured into the urine

which becomes alkaline, althour;h the serum has beco:we richer in
chloride, poorer in bicarbonate, and relatively more acid.

It is

suggested by them that the excretion of bicarbonate at thia point to be
determined by the available su,ply or the concentration in the serum,
of sodium, not bicarbonate.
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Adjustment of a.�y serious abnormality in the concentration of
a single constituent could be effected rapidly by filtration only
at the exi;::ense of other solutes.

Presumably such div erse adjustments

must be accomplished chiefly by the selective, reabsorptive activity of
the tubules.

Just how Ud s may b& controlled it is impmssible to say.

Peters (1944} suggested that when the tubtilE�r cells are supplied
through the blood stream with an excess of any substances they beco,:..e
saturated with it o.nd tl1erefore reject it when it is offered

at their tubu:.ar faces.
One last remark must be made in regard to the ability of the
kidney to mai::ta.in the body acid-base balance.

Base is conserved,

according to Hendix and Sanders by the conversion in kidney of the dibasic to the momo-basic phosphate.

The chendcal change which probably

occurs in the tubules is shown below:

Na:af'O 4 + ¾003 ➔ ya.Po 4 + KaBOo3
For exery molecule of alkaline phosphate co:1v erted in the tubules of
the kidney to the acid sale; one molecule of bicarbonate is returned
to the body's store of alkali reserve.
Another means of conserving h,.se is the retention of part of the
base combined in the blood with organic ct-Cids and the excretion of the
latter in the free state;

this is particularly important in

conditions leading to acidosis.
A third method by which fixed base is saved by the �idney is in
the manufacture of ammonia for the neutralization of acids.

Nash and

Benedict� suggest that ammonia is produced from urea and a small
amount probably derived from amino acids.
place

The am..'Ilonia takes the
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of the fixed base so that the organic anions may cov.bine with the
ammonium

ion and form a salt and thus retain the base in the body.

In diabetes mellitus for exa.mpl� extremely l�rge quantities of acids are
excreted both in free state and as salts of ammonia.

In conditions,

however, where there has been an excessive loss of base, as through
vomiting, or through a biliary fistula, the body cannot replace this
base with some other substance, as in the case of bicarbonate in
c]:.J_oride loss.
Ti�e final concentration. of the urine depends upon the quantities in
the glomerular filtr�te of two groups of components which can be concen
tratea iiidepen :ly.

Maltimal economy of

\llfr ter

can be attained

only if the two are excreted in optimal proportions.

One of these,

of which urea is representative, can be reabsorbed to a limited extent,
but is always more concentrated in. urine than in blood plasma.

The

quantity of water which it withdraws is, therefore, determined almost
entirely by its concentration in the body fluids and the rate of glomer
ular filtration; it can be little influenced by tubular activity.

The

other group is composed of a. larE,e nWJ,ber of solutes which re&ist
the reabsorption of water in
coneentration.

roportion to their aggregate osmolar

The only representatives that usually appeo.r in large

enough qua...--:itities to have an important ef f ect upon the reabsooption
of water are the inorganic ions of which sodium and chloride form the
bulk.

The effect of these two on the volume &id concentration of

urine is not obligatory like that of urea, because they CFn be reab
sorbed almost completely even when their concentrations in blood
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plasma are abnormally high.

They yield their places in the urine

when there is need for conservation of water, either because there
is a diredt deficiency of this collli!iodity or bec.,use it is needed for
the elimination of other substances.

This permits these other sub

stE..nces to be excreted more rapidly an d with greater immediate economy of
water.

It also provides extra water for their excretion by extracting

it from the cells.

Concen tration, therefore, is not equally affected by

all solutes, nor can it be regarued entirely from the standpoint of the
ulti .ate composition of the urine; it must be
viewed also in relation to the internal environment.
In summary, the kidneys through their concentrating action,
in contrast to the sweating mechanism, may carry out their normal
function with variable amounts of water, the quantity &o used depending
upon the amount of w�ter available after the 'preferential processes'
have been cared for.

With the usual drin king and eating, the balance

between the. intake and output of fluid is largely maintained by the
kidney.

It is very important to emphasize tnat on this basis a

satisfactory supply of water is shown by a good urine output, and a small
volume of urine of high specific gravity indicates in sufficient
available water.
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WATER AHD ELECTROLYTE
DISTURBANCES OCCURING IN SURGICAL PATI�NTS
In surgical patients, in addition to the normal output of' water,
there is often abnormal losses of fluid a.r1d electrolytes through fever,
vondting fistulae or from drain&ge tubes in the intestine.
ly these patients &re unable to tolerate

Frequent

sufficient fluids by mouth, so

thi:..t the ,..aint enance of a satisfactory su>9ly of water and elec
trolytes

may be entirely governed by the use of parenteral fluids.

As early as 1852, Bidder and Schmidt ca.'."ried out extensive
investigations of the secretions of the gastro-intestinal tract.
They demonstrated that enorrn�us qmmtities of fluids are poured into the

alimenta.ry canal only to be reabsorbed.
secretions v<1.ried "'-t

Vi:..rious levels of

Notir;g also that these

gastro-intestinal tract.

Sch.rnidt, ap1 lyin6 these findings to the study of cholera and dysentery,
advocated the admini:::tration of salty fluid.s to
and salt depletion that

ccu:be.t the dehydration

resulted from these diseb.ses.

Disturbances of the more intilllate composition of these fluids vary
according to the site from which tr1e gastro-intestinal secretions are wi
thdravi:n.

The com1 osit ion of the v1::..rious secretions of tJ:-;.e gastro-

intestinal tract bb.s been ade quately discus ed in the previous chapter.
It is beyond the scope of ti.tis _0aper to discuss all the conditions
wr.dch cause disturbances in the fluid c:.nd electrolyte balance of the

body.
The condidions which moi:,t coiwitonly a.re responsible for w ter and

electrolyte disturba:1ces will be discussed i:r. further detail.
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IMPORT ANT CAUSES OF WATER .AND ELECTROLYTE DISTURBANCES.

Intestinal Obstruction
When the lumen to the bowel is completely obstructed as a
result of constriction by an adhesive band, kinking, twisting or
pressure by new growth, intussusepticn, strangulation by a hernial rinL,
etc. severed problems related to fluid and electrolyte balance must be
dealt with •

The condition is ushered in by severe cremplike abdo:m inal

pain, vomiting wi.d shock.
Operation,

character.

becor..ing

condition is not relieved by

reverse peristalsis arises above the point of obstruction

intestinal contents
in

If the

pass into the stomach and the vomiting beco,;;es recal

Later the bowel loses its tone above the obstruction,

diLsted and filled with intestinal secretions and gas.

Functional

obstruction , often called paralytic or adyna.rnic ileus, may
The most common

also cause severe loss of gastro-intestinal contents.
cause

of paralytic ileus is peritonitis, but it iliay also be the result

of some severe intestinal injury or undue handlin g and exposure of the
bowel during abdominal operatiolls.

When t.he bowel above a mechanical

obstruction l'IB.s beco;~,,e atonic blld

dilated, functional obstruction tends

to persist after the mechanic&l block has been relieved

oy operation.

for this reason la te operation s for the reliBf of acute in testinal obs
truetion are attended by a very high mortality.
Experimental obstruction of animals has been the source of a con
siderable

amount

obstruction.

of

our

knowledge

Gamble

has

shown

alimentary canal

that

concernint
all

the

the

treatment

secretions of

of
the
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a.>1d the glandular organs which empty into it have the sa.u.e osmotic
pressure as an ultrafiltrate of the blood serum.

Except for gastric

secretion the loss of a liter of any of these sec retions was found to
equal the sacrifice of a liter of normal salt solution.

Vomiting of

gastric fluid will cause alklosis because chloride is lost in excess
of sodium (
crJ.oride

Gamble and Ros�, see Fig. -,)

Ti:ey

pointed out that when

w&.s lost, it wc.s reo.dily replaced by bicarbonate which is for1ued

fro .m carbon

dioxide, to 1uaintain- the a.11ion concentration

of the bocty fluids.
Hartwell and Hoguet showed that, after complete obstruction
of

the lower duodenum in animals, life could be greatly prolo:t1ged by the

daily subcutaneous administration of normal ss.lt solu·:.ion in amounts
slightly in

excess of the -.,ota.l vo1.u:1se of the uri::,e and vomi tus of the

previous twenty-four hour perioa.

They con,frJci.cd that the effect w1;,.s due

to a relief of dehydration usually present to a marked degree in hi[h
intestinal obstruction.
In 1914 Tileston &"Id Comfort first observed the rise in blood
non-protein nitrogen that accompanies tne dehyc1.ration
obstruction.

high

intestinal

It hti.s been pointed out by Hartman and Smythe that the

chemical c hanges which take

place

in the blood in pyloric and

intes- tinal obstructio:..1 can be explained entirely by Lhe loss from the
body of

gastric cind intestinal secretions.

They state that large

quantities of c hloride is lost by this means ac c;:,::nting for the drop in
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blood chloride level.

Maccallum found in his experiments on

pyloric obstruction, tba.t the fall in plasma chloride level was
accompanied by an increase in the plasma bicarbonate level.
Hasting, Murray and Murray reproduced JhacCallum I s experiments
and

verified h:i,E, findings, 1,roving blood chloride to drop to 50 per

cent in a few days, but the also· rdetermined
the blood pH and found
-.....
it to be

normal.

From

this it w,,,s concluded that alkalosis is not

usually present as a result of pyloric obstruction.
Haden and Orr have rer.;,orted expe.ciments on monkeys, do,:;-s,
and ra bbits with pyloric obstruc tion.

The blood

analyses were in

agreement with those of Maccallum and his coworlters, but a different
interpretation of the significanc e of the dimish� chloride was
6iven.

They

ccncluded that the loss of chlori,'..e was due to a fixation

in the tissues of
tha t

hydroc bJ.oric &cid ty a toxic aubstance.

hydrochloric acid

11

They gelieve

detoxified 11 this hypothetical substa nce, and

that the thera peutic efficte,;cy of chloride administration was due to

this effect.

The rise, which ha.d rrei"iously been noted by Tileston

a nd Comfort of the

blood nonprotein nitrogen, was e:iq:l.a.ined by increased

protein metabolism

caused ty this substance.

Haden and Orr, 1n a s,"ries of im1-ortand studies on the altered
chenlistry associE.ted

wi-:h intestinal obstruction, emphasized that

azothemia, hypochloremia and alkalosis are present in hith intestinal
obstruction.

They corroborated the findings of Hartwell and Hoguet

on the beneficial effecte of the t�iving of saline solution and demon
strated that many salts of sodium and of chlorine other than sodium
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chloride, may be effective.
prevent the onset

They proved th.9.t water alone does not

of symrtoms and death fron, high intestinal

obstruction, as had been ,-:.ostulated by Hartwell and. Hoguet.
In 1926, Gamble by producing pyloric obstruction in rabbits
showe d that although these animals do not lose chloride by vomiting,
their stomachs contained

more than sufficient a:mo,:nts of hydrochloric

acid and sodium chloride to account f0r the f�ll in plasma chloride.
It has also been noted by Hartwell and Hoguet O,JaJtbat the higher
in the

intestinal tract

the obstruction is made in animals, them.ore

severe are the symptoms, and the shorter is the duration of' life after
the operation.

Following the obstruction of the colon the animals may

survive for weeks, whereas afte r obstruction of the ilium or duodenum
it died as a rule in five or six days.

Reduction of blood volume and

blood chloride and elevation of alkali reserve
and non-protein nitrogen Wf-.re always the result.

Abbott and Mellers

accurately me&sured the plasma volume in shock caused by marked
intestinal distention ::ind dehydration.

The rapidly fallin, plasma

volume cs.used by the distention could be prevented by decompression of
the bowel, Brown and his associ�tes have reporte d a se ries of case s of
toxic nephritis due to obstruction both pyloric and duodenal.
Hurwitz and Mark have shown that effective decompression of the
bowel will restore the plasma

voluw.e to r,orrnal.

Fine and coworkers

showed in 1935, that the inhalation of 95 percent of oxygen greatly
facilitates the

absorption of gasses in the bowel.

Potter and Mueller
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hav e shown

effectiveness in -:,he prevention ,:,f gaseous distension

but also stress the fact that it is of no v alue when distention is
fully developed.
Much of the above literature may ap:iear to the reader to have
li tt.le to do with water a11d electroly4ie balance.

It should bE

emp..asized here that obstruction, and its associated disturbance of
v omiting, and distention, cause more disturbances of fluid and elec
trolyte balance than any other surgic1:1l condition cor.Jnonly met wi t;h.
When v omiting occurs the losses which take place depend on the
source of the material.

In the cases of vomiting in pyloric

obstruction, gastric secretion is lost.

With obstructive lesions at a

lower lev el a different loss may take place, dependi-g, of course,
on the level of the obstructing lesion.
Post-operative vo,i.i tL.:.;: is c:. corr1.1uon occurrence as a result of
the a.nestr:,etic irritation on the stomach and the vomiting center of the
medulla.

The quantities of fluids and electrolytes lost may or may not

a:nonnt to a great quantity in itself but, if the patient is already
depleted of fluid and solutes from pre-opera.ti--re prolonged diarrhea,
vomiting, or m;dnutr:i.tion or hemorrha.1.:,e, the added losses concommita.nt
with surgery and any post-operative loss of these substances, though
they be s;;:,.all, may be of great importance in the recovery of the
r.:.atient.
The loss of fluids from fistulae 8.lld drainage tubes in the
gastrointestinal tract will cs.use c.L,turbances of much the S<iilie order
as will an obstruction.

The difference lies in that the draina:;e from

� tube in the iliillli, for exrunple is directly from a given level in
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the bowel while from t:J.t� obstruct::d bowel tha intestinal contents
are accuIJulat.ed above the site of obstruction, causing revtirse
peristalsis, and vomiting of this material takes place.
fluid and
and

The ultimate

electrolyte disturba,�ce is ess entially the same.

Fistulae

draina.6e tubes from the panc!'eas and gall bladder, howerve, pernlit

the loss of a s o ewhat different set of electrolytes.

(''

Refeffing to

Table .i\, one v:ill note that the pancreatic and biliary secretions are
distinctly more alkaline than a.re the other secretions listed.

The

loss of these subs tances will therefore result in a·proportionally
greater loss of basic el eu,ents, as has been pointed out by Elman
and Keating and coworkers.

Severe losses of thes e secretions result

in acidosis while losses from the stomach result i:.i alkalosis.

Such

condition& are, however, not of very common occurrence.
A few words should probably be said here about the effect of
diarrhea on the fluid and electrolyte balance of the body.

The cor..

-position of the contents of the colon vary greatly, depending almost
·entirely upon the..composition of the contents which enter it from
th e J..Ll
.��um.

In severe diarrhea where there are large watery stools

as in dysentary or in cholera, the fluid loss may be of very
significant quantities .

Since the electrolytes secreted here in

solution and in proportions sornewr...at similar to those of the ilium,
the loww through diarrhea of electrolytes may result in a
disturoo,ce cor - responding to that seen in obstruction of the
small

bowel.

For all practical purpos es los[,es from this source may

be replaced as are los,es hi5her up in the gastro-intestinal tract
(De Beer et al)
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The exudation from a large cut or laceration, may also result in
loss of enough fluid and electrolytes to cause sympioms of fluid and
electrol)-te depletion.

It is obv ious that the loss of blood or plasma

.from the body sto:ues of fluid will beside causing a loss of valuable
blood also result in a reduction of the total body fluid content.
It is therefore important to measure the quanti �-ies of drainage
or bleedin5 which the patierit has suffered, in order to determine the
quantity of fluid which is necessary

to replace the loss.

It has been brought out by Peters (1941) that if water is given
to a patient, extracellular salt will be excreted into this water in
order to make it isotonic so it can be absorbed.

When voffii ting is

ta.king place, all this fluid may be lost taking with it ab)ut six
grams of salt for each liter of fluid vomited.

It has been pointed

out by Foster that v :imiting may be brought to a. minimum, in fact in
many it may

be stopped entirely withholding all fluids and food by

mouth a.."ld 6i v ing them by veno- or hypo-dermoclysis.

Iij order to av oid

all vomiti:-:c-, not even cbi:::,ped ice wa:::: ;;iven the patient::, under
observation.

Since

solution of fluid is often somewhat hypotonic

more water than salt is lost; the kidney s then will excrete the excess
of salt in the interests of osmoti � r;ressure and v,ater will be lost
with this salt.

Therefore, the administration of water by mouth in

vomiting patients is,parado:xically, a dehydrating measure (Dick,
Maddock and Coller).
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....,

.

Peters (1941) stctes that if

11

r.ithholdi

-s fluid proves unsuccess-

ful, or if is too great a strain upon the cour2. 6 e of :~hysicians 1:.nd
surgeons, tne alternative of choice is to L,troduce in the obstructed
stoir.ach or intestines only fluids tru:.t will evoke the Slllallest
possible secretory response."

This menas first of all, that these

fluids must be isotonic, best. of all simple saline solution.

Hypotonic

solutions should not be [:"i ven since, as l:1c;.s been mentioned, they tend
to withdraw salt from the body, lend _,1ey also stimula Le the ,tut to
additional secretion and even dis1,ention.

Crider w1d Thomas have

q\emonstrated th&t the introduction of isotonic gluco e or saline
solutions into the gut d0es not induce an"!/ pancreatic or intestinal
secretion, whereas the introdnc ·:.ion of w&ter ::-rovokes profuse secretion
and dL.tentic.n from these sources.

To introduce water i1~to tbe lower

part of the small int.stine is o- ..i;o:::·e serL:.1;_s breach of physiological
conduct, for Dennis has sr1own that w~ ter ca.uses necrosis of the epithelial
surface of the ili ,m and injures both secretory and absor!)ti vc functions
of this ,)c:.rt of the gu':.

It follows that if tubes are to be inserted

for decorripression or lavage of gut or for ":he introduction of nutritive fluids, enough salt should be added to all fluids which are
introduced through these devices to make them isotonic with the blood.
It should be unnecessary to add that the administration of fluids,
even if they are isotonic,

n the face of o ·ostruction, without the

insertion of a tube, is worthless.

The Miller-Abbott tube has proved

itself invaluable in the treatment of thes gastro-intestinal disorders.

....,,

The most serious effects of Obstruction are dehydration and hemoconcentration, which iilay attain such severity taht circulatory collapse
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ensues.

The loss of electrolytes, particularly sodium &nd chloride,

may be so severe that it rnay cei.use m,rked swelling of tissue cells
due to the disturbed electrolyte balance and sever impairment of kidney
function.

To

co,:plicate matters further, the loss of ability to eat

nourisliing food

acc:ompanied by markedly impaired absorption of

gastro-intestinal

i., the

tract, may result in a rather profound disturb ance

in the nutrition of the patient and particularly a condition
hypoproteinemia.

All these factors, and p�rticularly the latter one,

have been held responsible not only for delayed wound h easin� but
for the distress, weakness, and anausea wh.ich is so

µost-operative patients.

co,nmon in wany

�ach of these complicating factors obviously

deserve further discus,ion at this tirue.
Disturbances

caused by blood loss,

plasma loss and hypo-proteinemia.
Minot and Blalock have greatly emphasized th e importance of
plasma loss in severe dehydratioi:1, shock and other conditions.
The question of shock has pur1::. osely been

avoided up to this time.

Al though only a relatively small space is beir·g allowed for this
subject in th is paper it is not to be implied that the matter of shock is
of

lesser in,portance as a therapeutic problem, thtm is that of the water

and electrolyte balance of the body.

Indeed, th e condition of shi]ck may

be said to involve a disturbai.lce of almost every factor which plays a part
in the maintenance of the body water and electrolyte economy.
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When replacement

water and electrolytes fail to keep pace

with and extensive loss of

such,

as occurs, fo,example, in severe

diarrhea, there is a marked reduction of the body wuter. since the
loss is 2ainly one of sa.l ts e1.nd w�ter, both plss1a&. proteins and
cellular elements of the blood beco, e mor:, concentrated.

With the

rise of plasma pr-:::itein, ir.ore &.nd ;nore of the r'::;serve of extracellular
water is drawn into the blood strerm to re�,l�ice the loss which has
occured.

it is

Thus in <.:.. sirq,le dehydration of this

not until

the readily availebel extracellular reserve of water has besn largely
depleted that a serious reduction of blood volume occurs.

Massive

hemorrhage resulting in the loss of la.rte a.mounts of whole blood
results

i n a dilution rather tru::n a concentr1::.tion of protein end

cellularelecents but rather rrom;tly reduc:e:c'

theblood· volu;ue to

un a,nount incompatible with susto.in3d circulation.
a sir:ple one ur1less )!'ol onced reduction in volrnne

This condition is
leads

to second':iry chane;es which lead +,o the i,1ability to retain fluid
restored to t}1e blood stream.

This is a condition of shack.

In addition to t.1ese simpl er ty-'_:es of' loss of fluid, there are
a variety of couii tions l'lhich C":;.USe a reduction of ::the eirculating
bl ood volu,ne goes through an excessive tra,1Sfer ::>f _plasma ele:.;cmts
from the blood ctrel:!.in in to

ex tr·c1.cel lular spaces.

One of these

con- diti'JUS have already been ,r.entioned in th� -,,revious cha.pter,
'19.llely, malnutrition.

Frequently, a simiL,.r &.nc1 iilore sePio JS tio.aormdl portion in the
1

body w/3.ter occurs not because of a pri1afary deficiency ln

plasma

protein but because the C':1.pill:iri ::S hc.ve been injured to the point
of

letting plasm::;. proteins as well as ws.ter and crystalloids pass

through the capillary wall into the tissue spaces.

Mecha'1ical,

chenic1.l or thermal trauma and oxygen lack are co :Jnon causes of

increases pe rmeability of the capillaries.
that the

Bears &nd Blalock found

r:rotein c,)ntent of fluid which is lost as a result of burns,
t

of mild trau:na to a.ri extrel!J.ity and to the intes ,ines is the same
as

that

of the blood plasma.

Clinically, these injuries are found to

be initiated by mechanic,0,l Trauma., burns to the skin, inflaillmatory
processes, tistntion of the intestines ,1ith the T8sultand iilterfer

e nce with the circulation.

�

THE EFFECT OF THE VARIOUS DISTURBANCES
Dehydration
It is of utmost importance to recognize the fact that

in

dealing

with the phenomenon of deb;ydration, a decrease in the volume of extra
cellular fluid, one must necessarily deal with certain associated
phenomenon.

Among the chief of these are loss of fluids, loss of

electrolytes, and changes in the acid base balance of the body fluids.
When the output of water exceeds the intake, the body's water
content obviously will suffer reduction, that is, the body is in
negative w ter balance and a condition known as dehydration results.
It baa already been stated that water composes about 75 per cent of
the body's weight, the extra-cellular fluids accounting for about 20
perccent.

Body water is practically all

substances can be dissolved

in

ultra-filtration. Water may

be

in

the free state, that is,

it and it can be entirely removed by
lost from the tissue cells or from

the tissue spaces and blood, or from both intra-cellular and extra
cellular sites.
Dehydration may

be

the result of simple deprivation of fluids.

Under such circumstances, though its excretion

in

urine and sweat is

reduced, it continues nevertheless to be lost from the body in consid
erable amounts.

At high environmental temperatures, or in fever, a

condition will supervene more rapidly owing to the greater loss from
the lungs and skin.
Excessive loss of water may result also from persistent vomiting
due to obst»uction, prolonged diarrhea, or the excretion of large
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quantities of urine or sweat, especially wh� accompa ied by a restrict
ed water intake.
Reduction in the total quantit7 of el_ec_trolytes in the body fiuids
may also cause deey-dration. The electrolytic concentration in the
body fluids, both extra-cellularl)';and intra-cellularl7 is maintained
constant through the elimination or eetention of water. That is, a
reduction or increase in the total electrolytes, which comprise
chiefly the basic radical, sodium, and the acid radicals, bicarbonate
and chloride is accompanied by a corresponding decrease or increase
in the Yolume of body water. The sum of the basic elements and acid
elements of course must balance.
The administration of hypertonic solutions into the blood
stream may also cause deb:Jdration.

When a strong sugar or salt solu

tion is injected, the temporary rise in osmotic pressure of the blood
causes a flow of fiuid from the tissues into the vascular system
until equilibreum is re-established.

The blood volume is increased,

bit is soon returned to normal by the loss of excess fluid into the
tissues and its eventual excretion via the kidney and bowels. A net
loss of water to the body results.
In 1935 Kerpel-Fronius demonstrated in rabbits that there are two
distinct types of dehydration, depending upon whether the condition
ie associated with (i) a primary loss of salt or (2) a shortage of water
not a.coo mpanied by a corresponding loss of salt.

He referred to the

condition asJ "Durstexikkose und. Salzmangelexsikkose" and found that
the former, which was characterized by marked thirst, was ¢ckly
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relieved by the administration of water while the latter, in which
there was no thirst, salt was necessary to relieve the condition.
The former,

he

believed, was due to water loss which was distriba.ted

among all the fluid compartments while the latter was due to salt loss
from the extracellular compartment.
Coller and Maddock in discussing the effect of dehydration, suggest
that dehydration per se may have a deleterious effect on kidney
function, resulting in impaired renal excretion of nitrogenous sub
stances, as evidenced by the increased blood urea nitrogen.
Winkler etal,however, are of the opinion that the decreased

urinary output may be due to the effect of dehydration on the posterior
pituitary gland, resulting in reduced water excretion.

In their

studies on water deprivation, they also found that as de�ration
advances insensible perspiration diminishes and fluid lost, the urine
contained lees salt and more water.

The end result was an increased

eonce11tration of .salt and osmotic pressure
causing water to

be

in

the extracellular fluids

drawn out of the tissue cells.

The physical

efficiency of their subjects became markedly impaired as debi,'dration
progressed and a loss of 10 per cent of the body weight was found to be
totally disabling to healthy adult men.

The loss of some of the cell

potassium also adds to the loss of water by the cell and makes the state
of debi,'dration still more profound.
It is common knowledge that the conditions prevailing on the day
of a� operation result in Soille degree of dehydration for the majority of patients.
ed and

in

The intake of fluid and food is generally restrict

addition al:normal losses of fluids occur.

A quantitive

determination was made by Coller and Maddock of these losses in the
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operating room and in the.immediate four hour post-operative period,
when the patient is bmdled up in blankets and tends to perspire
freely.

The result of 18 patients undergoing general. surgical. oper

ations showed by blood, vomitus, urine, and vaporization the fluid
loss to the average about one liter.

In the 4 hour period following

the operation 70 Gms. of water per s�uare meter of body sufface was
f'ound to be lost when the patient was placed in the xoditional.
ether bed? When the patient was co�ersd only� the usual. clothing
lost only 40 Gms of water per square meter of body surface.
They stated that as a rule 6 percent of body weight of fluid loss
is necessary before symptoms of dehydration are present.
.

From these

findings dehydration would be expected to be evident after the loss
of the following quantities of fiuid.
Electrolyte Changes
Of the electrolyte disturbances which are most likely to take
place in surgical patients are tose of sodium and chloride.

As has

already' been shown, these losses amy be from (1) the upper gastro
intestinal. tract, (2) the lower gastrointestinal. tract, and f'rom.
the skin and from drainage from wounds.

Sal.t may be lost fro• the

gastrointestinal tract by vomiting, gastrointestinal drainage, or the
·drainage from duodenal, pancreatic, biliary or intestinal fistulas.
The salt content from these sources is indicated by Table

3.

If chloride and sodium ions are lost in equal proportions, there
will be no disturbance in the acid-base balance.

However, the

elec-':rolyte content of the body will be decreased and hence body
water will be eliminated in an effort to keep the sodium concentration

Table 3
RANGE OF CONC.
I,, OF SALT IN GM.

'

, , SECRETION

AVERA.GB. CONC.

OF SALT IN GM.
--

I
VtllITOS

1,

GAS'!B>-IR'nSTIN.AL:
DRAINAGll:
: HEPATIC BILE

1.2 - 6.2

I

'

3.5

1.9 • 7.9

5.'7

3.5 - 6.4

5.1

INT1!:3TINAL FISTtJLA.
DRAINAGE

,.o - a.a

5.2

DIARRHEAL STOOLS

3.7 - 5.2

4.3

SIEA!l'

3.4 -

s.3

4.7

I''

Ways 1n which salt may be lost tram the body. (l!'raa Bartlett)
This table clearly shows that these secretions are always more or
less hypotonic.

i'!le renge of salt concentration is also shown to be

quite variable.

i'!le average concentration of salt in vc:mitus was

found to be 0.33 per cent, however, the total electrolyte concentration
is the same as that of the other gastro-intestinal secretions ., The
hydrochl.oric acid present in the stomach accounts tor the difference.
The concentration of salt in sweat is also included in this table. The
average salt concentration of all the gastro-intestinal secretions is
calculated to be about 5 Gms. per liter.
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and os.otic pr�ssure of the body fluids constant. With this loss or
body fiuid, Peters found (1941) dehydration will result and nitrogenous waste products will
continues

to be

be

retained.

If sodium, and with it water,

lost, a certain point�

of water becomes more important
normal sodium concentration.

to

be

reached where the retention

the body than the maintenance of the

In order to retain_water, it is believed

that the body retains the non-electrolyte urea whic, being os.motically
effective, leads

to

the partial. protection of the body fluid volume

which has been depleted by the loss of sodium. The blood non-protein nt.trogen will rise and the administration of water in such instances will
not lower it significantly, sodium being necessary as well.
Frey'berg and Grant have shown that sal.t losses through the skin
are very slight if perspiration is avoided, and KcCance noted that
when sweat glands are cal.led.into action, either in high fever or in

exertion �thigh temperatures or high humidities, the salt losses
through the skin become very important. He was able to produce salt
deficiency in humans merely by causing them to sweat profusely. The
average sal.t concentration of sweat has been calculated to

be

about

4.7 GIils. per liter (see Fig. I.) No accurate figures are available
for salt concentration of the exu.dates from WOllllds, but Bartlett
suggests that it is reasonable to assume that these will contain
significant amounts of salt. Underhill found that accompanying the
massive exudation of large burned surfaces there is considera�
loss or body salt.
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It will be noted that the salt concentration of these various
secretions the loss of which lead to depletion of body chlorides, is
in general about the same as the salt concentration or the plasma - i.e.
about 5 to 6 Gm. per liter (Petersl941)

It is significant to note

that salt is always lost abnormally from the body in the form of isotonic
or !Jn>otonic fluid, and therefore when replacing this. salt, sufficient
water mu.st-be given to make it at least isotonic with the body fiuids.

The body never loses salt without water and water must

be

available

to the body if it is to retain the salt that it needs.
If sodium is lost in excess of chloride ions, acidosis and de
crease of bicarbonate ions will result.

There will

be

a loss of body

fiuid and an increase in the blood non-protein nitrogen. Adminis
tration of water will bot

be

effective in correcting this condition,

sodium ions also being necessary.

This is the condition which

Kerpel-lroniu� referred to "Salzmangelexsikkose n .

In practically all

situations encountered by the surgeon there is both loss of sodiUBl
and chloride ions, although the relative proportions of the two may
var,-. Gamble and U:civer, in 1928, studied the changes taking place
1n the body fjuids as the result of the loss of the extemal secretion
of pancreas. They noted a steadily increasing deficit of sodium and
chloride ions due to the larae requirement for these electrolytes
1n the constuuction of pancreatic juice. Reduction of the volume
of theese cases where no salt-water replacement was attempted. Since
the pancreatic secretion is predominantly alkaline, severe acidosis
was present before death.
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If chloride ions are lost with little loss of sodium ions the loss
of the former is coapensated for by an increase in bicarbonate
ions, keeping the total electrolyte co 11.position of the bod7 constant.
Hence, if sufficient water is available there will be little change
in the total water content of the bod7. However, the altered pro
po�tion of sodium and chloride ions will result in alkalosis and will
be inticated b7 a high plasma carbon-dioxide combining power. If
sufficient water is not available, dehydration will result, the
kidne7s will not have sufficient water to excrete the nitrogenous
waste product, and the non-protein nitrogen of the blood will rise.

Hartmann and El.man found this to

be

the case in most cases of

obstruction of the upper gastrointestinal tract.

He found that the

administration of water would relieve the increased non-protein
nitrogen in the plasma, but will not correct the alkalosis, since
there is also associated loss of sodium, he recommended the use of
phyeiologieal saline or Ringer's solution. This permits the excre
tion of excess fixed be.se in the form of bicarbonate while the plasma
chloride is being restored to its normal level.
It is almost impossible to deplete an animal seriously of salt
by mere dietary means, because the urinary- output of salt fall so
rapid.17 when the plasma leTel is endangered. Greenberg and Cul
bertson found that rats could maintain a chloride equilibrium, and
even store chloride, on as _little as l Mg of salt per day. The
effect of loss of sodium by sweating, "ftftliting, diarrhea, etc., with
out replacing it, depends upon the amount of water lost with it.
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Edema

Edema in the surgical patient is of'ten the result of too liberal
use of' salt solution to the extent that salt is retained and, with
it an 8.Jlount of water sufficient to make the solution isotonic with
the body fluids.

Since salt retention and its effect is such a

major problem. in the treatment of' surgical patients, a special chap
ter will

be

devoted to the discussion of this subject. The adminis

tration of' excessive quantities of salt is, however, not necessary

to

pr4duce edema. The loss of' water, all out of proportion to that of'
salt, will cause a relative increase of salt in extracellular fluids,
f'luid loss and water will tend

to

pass into the interstitial spaces

causing an extracellular edema.
It is the purpose of' this chapter, however, to discuss the
edema produced by disturbances

in

surgical patients, not necessarily

involving disturbances in the electrol,-.e balance.
The most common cause of this type of edema is that resulting
f'rom hypoproteinemia. Much literature can

be

found on the subject ot

electrolyte disturbances, but until recently, with the possible ex•ep
tion or the papers dealing with traumatic shock, very litUe bas
appeared in clinical literature.on the important part that an adequate

concentration �f the plasma proteins plays

in

keeping fluid in blood

in blood vessels. No consideration of' fluid and electrolyte loss and
and their restitution is sufficient unless the plasma protein is
simultaneously considered.
to

be

The clinical and experimental conditions

briefly- consider din this pater may seem to

be

unrelated.

Nevertheless, it is hoped that at the completion of this chapter, the
reader will more :fully retUize the intimate relationship of water
electrolyte be.lance with plasma protein concentration.

and
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Jlany patient who are faced with an operation are found to
ficient not only

in

be

de

the pla8Jl8. protein concentration but also in the

total available plasma protein.

This is due frequently to a pre

operat iveperiod of malnutrition resulting from a variety of causes,
or from excessive plasma loss.
Weech and Ling have shown that the administration of large amounts
of salt will intensify the edema normally occucring at the same l.evel
of plasma protein. Thus, frank edema may be present in patients
receiving excessive amounts of salt solution, whose plasma. protein
concentration is well above the so-called critical level of edema of
5.2 Gm. per cent

(Van

Slyde & Peters).

In the presence of hypo

proteinemia, attemps to restore a normal fiuid and electrolyte balance,
without at the same time increasing the colloid osmatid pressure by
adding the plasma protein, requently result only in adding to the
ext ravascular reservoirs.
When adequate protein feeding is begun the depleted stores of
visceral protein must

be

of plasma regenerati<>qJ

at least partly replenished 'during the period
(Whipple} Ravdin found

in

dogs kept on

extremely low protein intake and further reduced by pla.saapheresis, that

intravenously injected plamaa protein was used for the replenishment
of protein stores depleted during the period of protein starvation.
Hypoprot einemia and its effect on gastrio-�testinal lotility. As
Starling pointed out many years ago, the osmotic pressure of the plasma
prot eins is of relatively minor importance in keeping fiuids
in the blood vessels. As the plasma protein concentration fall from
the normal of 7.0 to 7.5 Gm. percent the osmotic pressure exerted by
the plasma in a reduced and fluids begin to leave the vessels, causing
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first a latent and final.ly, when the increase·of extravascular fiuids
is great enouih, and evident edema.

Jones and Eaton first cailed attenton

to certain complications which may occur during }J'poproteinemia. and
its accompanying edema.

Govaerts Shade and Clossen found that as the

plasma proteins are reduced from their normal level the plasma osmotic
pressure is reduced.

F.aton and coworkers focused attention on the

importance of nutrition&l edema in gastro-intestinal surgery. Macray
et al have shown that even when the gastrointestinal tract of the doi
is intact, a reduction in the plasma protein concentration will result
in�a marked increase in the �ermal gastric emptying-time and a f�ther
delay in cecum-appearance time.

They are of the opinion that the

retardation of the gastric emptying time Dia.y

so prolonged as to

be

•timulate a technical defect in the anastomosis.

They came to the con

clusion, that the so-called •vicious circle" mor often results :from a
disturbance in the normal movement of fluids than from technical defects
of the new anastomosis.

They were p�ticularly disturbed by the

frequencey they observed hypoprotemia in patients under supposedly
ooapetent medical care.
Hypoprotenemia intensifies the edema of trauma naturally occurting
at the site of any gastro-intestinal suture.

The r.etardation of

intestinal contents obviously predispose to distention and paralytic
ileus. Not only bas the convalescence noted to
healing is also greaUy enhanced.

_be

smoother, but wound

The plasma protein concentra�ion

was never noted to rise over the normal, even following the administration
of as much as 6 times the amouni·body plasma.

Beside all the beneficial
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of a good plasma protein level on the liver function, wound healing
and intestinal motility, remains t� fact, that in order to maintain
a satisfactory water and electrolyte balance 'between the fluid com
partments of the bod1, the plasma proteins must first have received
adequate consideration.
Escessive Salt Intake
and
Salt Retention
Matas, 1n 1924, pointed out that large amounts of salt solution
may do harm, may produce degenlrative changes in the heart muscle
and kidneys and may cause edema of the lungs. He recommended highly the
use of continuous intravenous drip especially where intravenous fluid
are espected to

be

required for several days.

They should not

be

routine substitute for, but a secondary measure to following, the
primary intravenous infusion of sel'U9,, (saline or glucose solution)
which, in profoundly shocked, exhausted and starved surgical patients,

are more often temperary in their effect.

•

In 1922, Baird and Haldane observed that the diurtis produced
in drinking hypertonic salt solutions in independent, within wide
limits, of the'amount of water ingested.

Also, it was noted that

salt is apparently less mobile within the body than water�, as evi
denced by early diuresis with relative low salt content.

If the ratio

of sodium salts to water is greater in the ingest& than in the extracellular fluid, the volume of the latter was found by Winkler et al
to expand at the expense of the cells.

Diuresis was found to take
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its intensity depending upon the volume and salt concentration of the
fluid given.

the diuresis they believe is due chiefly to the lilai.ta:..

tion imposed upon tubular reabsorption of water by the osmotic effect
of salt.
In experiments on the effect of saline inf�eions, definite
pathologic changes in the heart muscle were noted (Straub). Thiess main
tained that part or the salt is eliminated by the kidneys, while some
is retained in the tissues, where it attacks liquids and causes edema.
This is especiilly true in patients where s�t elimination is inter
fered with or impaired as in to�c or chronic nephritis and in bron
chitis or chr-::nic cardio-respiratory diseases in which edema of the
lungs is favored by salt retention.
It is a coll'mon error of giving excessive amounts of salt solution
to surgical patients.

In 1933, Jones and Eaton stressed this point

further by a review of 34 cases of cu.bcutaneous edelllB. seen after oper
ation. Five of these also had edema of the lungs and one died from
obstruction due to edeaatous closure or a gastro-enterostomy' stoma.
A low serum protein was considered also to be an important factor in
the production of this edema.

Coller, Bartlett and coworkers have

also been a:-dent supporters of this danger.

Haldane and Priestly

noted when rather large quantities of salt was taken by mouth that
the urine output was not significantly altered for some ti:,,e; if
however enough water w&s given with this salt to make it isotonic
with the body fiuids, the urine for a few hours after which some
edema or the ankles and below the eyes was noted.

This edema dis-
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appeared in 24 to 36 hours as a rule.

They came to the conclusion

that more sal, than solute may be stored in the tissue, combined
with or absorbed by colloids.

The fact that the processes of storage

and release of salt from the skin and adjacent subcutaneous spaces,
where they belie�e this storage takes place, is because of the rel

atively small portion of the blood normally passing through these
areas.
Coller, Dick and Maddock demonstrated the ease with which
salt solution is retained by the sick surgical patient.

They selected

such a group of patients and gave them daily by the intravenous route
about 3500 cc. of 5 percent dextrose in either physiological or
Ringer's solution.

Twelve of the 1,3 patients in this grouup retained

water and gained •�igbt although they were receiving insufficient

calories and should have lost weight.

Only three of these bad plasma

levels down to the critical level of Van Slyde at which level edema
is likely to occur.
In 1941, Power et al reported the occurrence of tetany following
salt replacement therapy.

The plasma chloride was found to

be

186

Mg per cent at admission and salt therapy was immediately begun, unttl
carbon-dioxide combining power and the plasma chloride level had reach
ed normal.
tetany.
therapy

At his time (10th post-operative day) the patient went into

They have since been quite cautious in the use of the salt
in

severely depleted cases.

In 1944, Coller and associates, reported from the same clinic
as Power on their study on "salt intolerance"

in

post-operative cases.
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It bad long been a well known fact, that a significant nUlllber of
patients were quite intolerable to relatively small excesses of salt
solution during the immediate post-operative period. They found
patients, who bad been depleted of plasma proteins before the opera
tion, to be the most susceptible subjects.

In cases of malnutrition,

where plasma protein is so often found lowered, intolerence was also
a rela�ively colllI!lon finding. P�tients who had suffered severe blood

or plasma loss or who were in shock did not take salt solution-well.
Since a relatively high incidence was found following general a.nes
thel!!ias, it is believed by them that little or no salt solutions
should be gl.ven during the day of the operation and during the BUb
sequent first two postoperative days.

The fluid losses may be

replaced by use of glucose and animo acid solutions.
been a significant loss of extracellular fluid
It is replaced b:y

o.;

in

If there has

the above period

percent salt solution wo which 50

Gm.

per liter

of dextrose (making it a; percent dextrose solution) bad been
added.

After the post-operative urinary- suppression bas disappeared

they recommended the use of isotonic saline or Ringer's solution to
replace extracellular fiuid loss. They emphasized the great care
one should take in administering these solutions to patients who are
anemic, hyprotenemic, acitic or oliguric.

They{4tj also showed that

plasma chloride level is not a satisfactory- guide in the treatment of
cases which have been treated with excessive doses of salt, since,
they suggest, the result of salt retention is edema rether than hyper
chloremia. In face, they found several cases of bypocbloremia
associated with edema.
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Water intoxication
Water intoxication results from the excessive administration of
water by mouth or rectum and is characterized by severe headache,

nausea, asthenia,,muscular weakness and irritability, convulsions
and come, which shortly end in death. Weir, Larson, and Roundtree,
who first described this condition in 1922, attributed it to an up
set water and salt balance.
be

They found that the condition could

corredted by the administration of 10 percent salt solution illme

diately before water was given.

Helvig and associates later produced

water intoxication in rabbits by protoclysis of tap water.

They

found a marked fall in plasma chlorides as well as chlorides of the
brain, kidneys, and muscle.

They reported a case of water intoxica

tion in which the postmortem examination of the brain revealed marked
edema.

Later they reported the recovery or a patient with water

intoxication following the administration of bypertonic salt solution.
The fatal case had recived 9 liters of water by" procto<:7lsis within
a period of 30 hours.

The effect of salt water is obnously quite

different from that of tap water.
The mechanism of water intoxication was first explained by
Darrow and Yannet.

They point out that almost 7/10 of the body is

made up of water which moves between the intracellular and the extra
cellular spaces-in such a manner as to maintain osmotic equilibrium
between the fluid of the cells and that of the extracellular spaces.
Since about 9/10 of the osmetic pressure is maintained by the electro
lytes, the distribution of body water is largely determined by them.
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The chief constituents of the intracellular fiuid is potassium,
protein and phosphates, that of the extracellular fiuid is sodium
and chloride.

If the extracellular electrolytes are decreased the

water passes into the cell and causes edema.
P'rom tbis it can be seen that if a large amount of water is given
rapidly to an individual with normal salt concentration in the inter
stitial fiuid and this then is diluted with water, the toxic symptoms
will appear.

If the patient is depleted of electrolytes, the salt

level.is already at a critical level and intoxication may very easily
be

produced.
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TREATJ.IENT OF DEHYDRATION

The patient who can eat and drink should seldom be and rarely is a water balance problem and his kind make up the majority
of patients.

The accusation has been made that too much empha-

sis has been placed on intravenous fluids.
is right for the right person;

The emphasis, however,

the intelligent surgeon never for-

gets that food and drink should be taken by mouth whenever possible.
· Since there is no quantitative test for dehyttration and
since a quantitative knowledge ot dehydration is desired, a
study was made by Coller and Maddock (1933) of the amount ot
fluid an individual needs to lose in order to show common clinical signs of dehydration.

TWo healthy adult subjects were pla-

ced on a dry maintenance diet and after a preliminary peroid were
deprived of water until they showed a dry hot skin, dry tongue,
sunken eyes. a little fever and a urine output insufficient to
excrete the waste materials, the blood non-protein nitrogen having risen to above 40 Mg. per cent.

These signs developed. in

the subjects when water was withheld from 2 to 4 days, respectively. and the data showed that loss of body water amounted to
about 4 to 6 per cent of the original weight.

Several other in-

vestigating staff members supported the opinion that whBn signs
of dehydration

are present in a patient, body fluids of at least

6 percent of the body weight have been lost.
Maddock

&

Coller { 1937), reported on their work on the
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daily water requirement of surgical patients.

Their findings

are of definite practical value and deserve quoting here.
The following table shows the needs of the septic and nonseptic patients.
Table 4.
Daily water requirements.
Non-septic
patients

Septic
patients

wat er for vaporization

1500 co.

2000 cc.

Water for urine

1000 cc.

1000 cc.

2500 cc.

500 cc.
3500 co.

Abnomal losses, if any
As

to the need of patients suffering from dehydration

they found the following to be the average requirement for
a 60 Kg. patient:
Table 5.
Fluid requirements of the Dehydrated PatiB'llt.
Body weight 60 Kg.
Water of vaporization

2000 cc.

water of urine

1590 co.

Water abnomal losses, if any
f

water of Dehydration,

6~

or

Go Kg .Moo cc.
7100 cc.

In order to avoid excessive and unneeesse.ry fluid losses,
they have their post-operative patients return to their rooms
where the bed has been warmed with hot wat er bottles.

The same

amount of bed clothe~ were used as under ordinary circumstances.
-

By this proceedure much less sweating and oonseqJtently much less
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less water loss took place.

It has been suggested by Bingham that the condition of either hydration or dehydration may be fairly accurately determined by the determination of the hematocrit plasma specific
gravity, blood specific gravity and the plasma protein level.
He states that,

n

oliguria, thirst, and a dirty filthy tongue

are a real reproach to the surgeon".
A year later, Scudder, Drew and Sloan made the following
conclusions:
Table 6.

Fluid Needs of Surgical Patients.
Normal Values
Need Blood
Need Fluid
Blood specific gravity
ll!ale
1.056
Female
1.653
Daily range
1.003
Hematocrit
Male
111:2 to 50 % cells 35"/4 or less 50% or less
Female
39 to 43% cells
Plasma Specific Gravity
1.626 to 1.028
PlaSJp.a Protein ? per cent
Range
5,9 to ?.9 per cent
suspect aanoconcentration when above
La.tent edema when below
Manifest edema

7 Gm

~•• cent

5.5 qm. per cent
5 Gm. per cent.

Orr has stressed the importance of the effect of dehydration on the general body metabolism.

He believes that due to the

impared ci.roulation and decreased oxygenation, there is an increased permeability of the capillaries, resulting in stil l more
fluid loss of the circulating blood volume.
Maddock:found' that in a series of 100 surgical patients 20%
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were, or were becami:ng, dehydrated, genel'all.7 by the loss ot an
appreciable amount ot water and salt by vaaiting.

These patients

were restored to normal by the administration ot salt solution,
but glucose solution 1n distilled water was also given so that
a surplus ot :tluid would be readily available tor adequate uriDalry
output.
Atter the electrolyte loss has been replaced, Tolume-:tor
volme, with physiological saline, 8.Dd the daily salt requirement
( 4.5 am.) has been met, the remaining quant 1ty ot fluid needed
may- be supplied with glucose solution. Most otten 5 per cent
ot glucose solution is given. J'Or most uses this is the most
desirable, since it is isotonic with the body fluid 8.Dd does not
therefore alter the osmotic pressure ot the body fluids.

The

glucose is utilized by the body tissues aDd any excess amount ot
fluid is excreted through the tidneys.

It the body is def'1c1ant

in total water content it will retain water, proTided sufficient
salt is present in the body fluids, until the optimum amount ot
water is present in the body.

Ooller and Maddock (1933) ban

pointed out that 1n order to be certain of an adequate amount o:t
water tor excretion ot the body wastes, at lee.st 1500 cc. ot .urine
should be excreted each 24 hours.

Less may be excreted when no

kidney damage is present, but the surgeon is not able to run a
series o:t kidney tests to detemine the kidney function ot each o:t
his patients.

It becem.e apparent to them that in severe dehydration

there is detinate kidney tunction impairment. Therefore, it would
seem advisable to administer sufficient tluid to obtain the desired

t.
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urinar.J o�tput. When the specitic gravity ot the urine drops
below 1,015 additional :fluid should be. given (Coller, Dick, end
lladdook) •

, )

Several investigators hav used various other solutions tor tluid
replacElllent, notably Hartmann who advocated the use ot a phy'aiological
lactate solution.

The advantages ot this solution are that it more

closely resembles the body tluids.

It is not widely used since glu�

cose solution is mu.ch :more easily prepared.

The use ot 10 per cent.

glucose solution has been r:ecommended over the use ot the 5 per cent
preparation by Woodyatt and co-workers because more glucose is retained
by the body tl1al1 an equal au.entity ot the solution ot higher concen
tration.

The objections to the use ot the 10 per cent solution are

that it is a hypertonio solution and gl.J9osuria is usually present.
In cases ot hyperthyroidism or liver disease, 10 per cent glucose
should be give:n.
Lati:m.er has warned against the universal use ot 5 per cent glucose
with nomal. saline, due to the tact that this solution is not isotonic
with blood. He recommends the use ot o.425 per cent ot salt and 2.5

per cent ot glucost, a solution which is isotonic.
Davis in 1935 pointed out that animals which have been suttering
:from severe dehydration and malnutrition tor a. long period ot time
would utilize a definitely increased amount ot ox,ken after the in
jection ot o.9 per cent sodium chloride and 5 per cent of glycogen.
He believes that salt administration aids in returning metabolic status
to nomal. in the dehydrated patient, who nearly always shows a markedly
decreased metabolic rate.
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In general surgical cases 11ho have not been preyiousl.1' depleted
by significant losses ot fluids and electrolytes, Bisgard advises the
daily adminstration ot 3000 cc. of 5 per cent glucose solution, 2000 cc.
being administered with o.9 per cent salt solution, and 1000 cc. with
distilled water.
TREA.mENT OF :mI..mTROLYTE DISTURBANCES
It has been pointed out that in nearly all electrolyte disturb
ances, the sodium and chloride ions play ta:r the most predan:lnant
part. The tollowing discuss ion will be devoted to the correct ion ot
these disturbances.
The use of salt solutions received its real impetus after the
reports by Rogers, Nichols and ADdrews in 1909, of its ef'ticiency as
a therapy in the treatment of cholera during an epidemic of' that disease
in the Philippine I&llands.

'l'he use ot saline solutiou in surgery

was slowly adopted. At first it was given as a retention enema. Later
it was given as a rectal drip attar the popularization ot this method
by llurphy. It has not been until the last tn years that we have
learned the real significance ot this therapeutic agent.
There are several conditions which require the use ot salt solutions.
One of the most important is that ot hypoehlorem:t.a. This condition may
be prevented by care:tul observation of the onsey of' loss ot salt. How
ever• otten the patient has lost an unknown amount baton consultin8
the ph:ysiciaD and the •volume-for-volume" rule cannot be used. Kost
otten the problem is approached largely by the trial and error method.
Atter the plasma chloride is found to be low, an estimate is made ot

8'1

the probal.e lack of salt. 'l'his amount is administered and the plasma
chloride is dete:cmined agt1n. The trouble here, according to Bartlett,
is that this chloride determination is most often made too soon after
the sal.t has been given. He believes that on should wait as least
12 hours before another determ.ination is made.

It the patient' s need

has been underestimated, val.uable time has been lost 1n restoring the
body chemistry to normal and it excessive amounts or salt are given,
he is apt to ge� retention ot salt and water, developing water-logging
ot the tissues• .Excessive salt administration will usually not be
shown by plasma chloride level since plasma chloride concentration is
rarely forced above norm.al by large doses ot chlorides. Hence, aIJd
over dose of salt is an illlinent danger. The eal.7·way of detemiD.ing
excessive salt intake is by weighing the patient daily and by deter
:m.ining the urinary salt loss.
In 1937, Falconer

and

I.yall made a definite advance toward placing

salt administration on an accurate basis. They ga:ve kn.own quantities
to patients who suffered from hypochloremia and determined the
of salt
I
resulting rise in plasma chloride level.
Bartlett and associates (1938) noted early in their investigation
of salt requirements of the surgical patient that obviously the salt
need ot a child weighing 20 Kg. must be quite different tram that of
an adult.

Calculating the total. amount ot the saU -ot an average 60 Kg.

individual, they developed an equation tor the calculation ot the salt
need of the patient who is in a state ot hypoohloremia. They found
that on the average it took about 0.5 Gm. to raise the plasma chloride
level 100 Mg. per cent.

It was their observation that infection causes
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a f'all of' plasma chlorides, and tissue chlorides.

White and Bridge

came to the oonclusion that the tissue losses were directly proportion
al to the plasma chloride detemills.tion.
f'or all practical purposes,

o.o

Bartlett concluded that,

QR. ot salt per Jrg. a day should be

givan f'or each 100 Mg. per cent whiQh the plaslla chloride level is
below its noDl.8.1 of' 650 Mg. 'Bor eDJD.ple, 11" a 60 x:g. patient is
f'oUJld to have a plasma chloride of 550 Mg. per cent, he should receive
!30 Gm. of' salt.
Dehydration and severe in:f'ections will alter the plasma chloride
concentration and will invalidate the fiDal resu.l.ts to some extent, but
not seriously.
Ia healthy subjeost on a salt poor diet, Bartlett made daily
observations ot body weight, blood chloride, and urine chloride deter
minations, and found that as long as at least one gram of' salt is found
in theurine daily, a satisfactory excess of salt was being provided.
Using this as a guide, he administered fluids by the "volume-for volume"
rule, i.e., givi.Dg eqll81 volumes of' Ringer's solution or normal saline
f'or losses in the previous 24 hours. He also recommended that an extra
liter of' one of' these solutions be given Before surgery to prevent or
dimiD.iah the initial drop of' plasma chloride which is often seen follow
ing gastro-intestinal operations.

l!'llrthemore, hJt suggested irrigation

of Levine tubes with air instead of' water in order to avoid additional
electrolyte losses.
Benedict, 1B a study ot the ef'f'ect of' prolonged f'asti.Dg, fomd
the uriDary output of salt continued undisturbed for 3 to 4 days, ai"ter
which t:lme the salt concentration of' the urine rapidly began to decline.
The salt excreted in the first few days ranged f'rCIII. 3.0 to 16.7 Gms.
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without any alteration in plasma chloride level.

He suggested that

most ot this initial salt loss was withdrawn tram. the skin.

It was

later pointed out that soon after the periol ot salt excretion, the
urinary salt content would almost iaTB.rialJly drop to less than 100 Ilg.
per day".

Th.is protection of elecyrolyte content ot the body by the

kidneys has been observed by many other workers.
Coller and Maddock {1935) in a series ot studies ot nomal,
healthy males determined the average salt need per day to be about
4.5 ams. in order to maintaill an optimmL urinary salt excretion.
This would be equivalent to 500 cc. ot physiological sodium chloride
solution.
De WesselOT, who tirst demonstrated that the plasma chloride
level is not a reliable qu.ide tor salt .administration when salt bas
been given in excess, also pointed out that the salt retained is present
in a concentration ot about

o.s

per cent, being thus preserved in the

body tluids and plasma.
Without tacilities tor blood chloride determination, Bisgard
suggests the administration ot traa 30 to 50 Glas. ot salt solution
within a tew hol.U78.

one must, however, watch tor excess salt reten

tion, evidenced by edema.

He states that these fluids shoud be given

slowly and cautiously in patients suffering w1 th hypertension, deean
pensation, or 1n the aged.

In presence ot cardiac, renal, and hepatic

disease, or edema of' h.n>oproteinelllia, the fluid a.nd salt intake should
be restricted.
Symptcms and signs of' hypochloramia resulting f'ran. depletion ot
body chlorides are insidious in their onset and are often masked by
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the more obvious finding of the disease causing the hypochloridia.
Kost common symptcms, according to Mccance, are marked letharQ, lass
itude, depression, weakness, and fatigue, dulling of the sense of
taste, anorexia, nausea, dulling of the mentality-, stupor, and

CClll8.e

!he signs are less canatant 1n their occurrence but when present
thq are usually characterised by- a dry tongue, sunken eyes, and a
dry inelastic ski.a.

In cases of pylorio obstruction, alkalosis, with

slow shallow breathing and occasionally tetan:J, may occur.

Acidosis,

with deep rapid respirations, is not uncommon in cases of sever diar
rhea and in cases where large quantities ot ileal or pancreatic secre
tions or bile is lost. Bartlett reported several cases showing the
signs of shock.

One must remember that these are also sym.ptOlllS which

are often found in severly ill patients.

These symptoms may becane

apparent when the plasma chloride level has been reduced to about
500 Ka• per cent and are usually seen when it has fallen to 450 Mg•
The diagnosis of hypoch1oremia may be made when a low plasma chloride
level is established.

This condition should always be kept 1n mind 1D

any patient who is losillg fluids almomally, and it should be strongly
suspected when any of the above signs and symptoms are present.
Correction of plasma chloride with salt was round to almost in.
nriably correct the sodium deficiency and the acid-base balance; con
cern over the correction of alkalosis should therefore always be second
ary to the correction of chloride depletion.
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.

'mE TREATMENT 011' NON-ELEDTROL1TIO DISTORBANC!S AF.FEOTING
WATER .AND ELPm'ROL1TE BALANCE.
Beside the already mentioned substances which aid in the main
tenence of body fluids, are the plasma prote1ns and the volume of cir
culating plasma. Hemorrhage, malnutrition, tissue inJ1117, emdation,
ate. are probabl• the most common cause of this disturbance.
Since the work by Leiter in 1928 on experimental edema, numerous
studies have been made on the :importance of a properly :maintained
plasma protein level. J(oore and Van Slyke found the critical plasma
protein level at which edema is likely to appear, to be about 5.2 Jigs.
· per cant.

Bruchman. at al found the edema of malnutrition. to be largely

due to a serum album.in deficiency.
1ones and Eaton have stressed the ill;portance of the nutritional
h:,poproteinemia in gastro-intestin.al surgery. Abbott and llellors

gs.Te

evidence that slowing or reversal ot the process by which plasma is
lost can be achieved by adequate decompression of the intestine. They
showed that it distention was pemitted to persist, the plasma loss
would proceed at a rate exceeding that of replacement. The factor o'f
distention.obviously plays a major part in the treatment ot these patients.
Plasma may be lost trcm the body without the presence of dehy
dration. This plasma loss, Filla, Hurwitz and Jlark f'ound, is not
ettected by the adminisjration ot fluids and electrolytes while the
injection of an equll or a smaller volume of plasma would maintain
plasm.a volume and greatly prolong lite. '!'he great loss of plasma is
believed by them to be due to an accumulation of' this :riuid in the
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interstitial spaces ot the pelvis and lower,extremities • .Although
there is severe loss o:f plasma, when distention of the small intestine
is produced, no such losses are observed in obstruction and distention
of the colon.
)linot, and Blalock have stressed the importance ot early blood
transfusions when blodd has been lost.

In patients who have bypoproten

em.ia,tbap recommend early and liberal injection of pla81118. since these
patients have been shown by Bmit� and Kendal to develop massive edema
when salt solutions are administered. Even when large quanti'ties of
saline are injected into these patients, the blood remains dehydrated,
as evidenced by a high hematocrit,

B:Jld

may even becaa further dec-.eased

in volume,
'Dl.e diagnosis ot hypoproteinemia may best be made by making a
blood or plasma protein detemination. A generalized edema, partic
ularly a swelling below the eyes, is the most significant sign.
The prevention of, and the treatment of, established moprotein
em.ia

1n

surgical patients has passed into the lime light, therapeutically

speaking, in the past decade. Elman {1937) first reported the use of
protein digests 1n intra-venous therapy. Ex:perimental stud,es on healthly
male dogs, eash subjected to a sin8le severe hemorrhe.ge showed that
glucose alone showed no regeneration o:f serum prote1Ds after 6 hours
and

Tei-t

little af'ter.24 hours, while those receiving amino acids

showed a detinite increase in serum proteins in 6 hours and a marked
increase in 24 hours. )lu.l.hollond et al reported that jejunal alimen
tation beginning a.llllost immediately after operation alleviated most
of the symptan.s, resulting in only a minimal loss o:f :fluid and electro•
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lytes through vaniting, but also greatly accellarating convalescence

ill

a series ot patients with gastric resections.
When a surgical patient is seen and severe blood loss is evident
by the signs ot impending shock, i.e., weak, rapid, thready pulse,
low blood and pulse pressure, scanty urine, etc., enough blood should
be administered to replace the loss and further fluid needs should he
taken care ot by plasma transfusion. BD.ouih plasma should be given to
maintain the hemoglobin under 100 per cent. In severe body fluid loss,
such as is seen in extensive burns, Davis (personal canmunications)
recommends the administration ot 100 cc. ot plasma tor every point
above the hematocrit ot 45 per cent or 50 cc. tor ever,y point the
hemoglobin is over 100 per cent. Detemination should be repeated
every 2 hours until the danger ot circulatory collapse
In order to aid

in

is

absent.

the maintenance ot fluid and electrolyte balance,

as well as to prevent or correct hypoproteinemia, Davis (1945) recommends
the administration of enough salt solution to meet the daily requirements
and 1000cc. ot 5 per cent amino acids in 5 per cent glucose illtra-Tenoualy
in

the morning and a:tternoon, replacing additional tluid needs with 5 per

cent glucose

in

distilled water.

With this regime, water and electrolyte

disturbances are reduced to the minilllum.
It is not to be interred, however, that the plasma proteins will
take care of disturbances

in

the water and electrolyte balance, but a

nomal plasma protein level greatly facilitates attelllpts to correct
any electrolyte disturbance which the surgical patient may present.
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1. Water and salt metabolism. are chief' factors in water and
electrolyte balance.
2. No water is aTailable to the kidney until the requirements
f'or vaporization are satisfied.

.

.

3. The nomal kidneys need at least 500 cc. of' fluid if' they concentrate at maximum capacity, while severely daitaged kidneys ( 1.010 1.014), require 1500 ec. to excrete the average amount of' solids per day.
4. The average daily salt requir�ent is about 4.5 ams.
5. The loss of' chloride causes alkalosis.

The loss of' sodium

causes acidosis. Salt administration will correct b<>th these conditions.
6. The administration of' fluids �uring the.operation is a rational
procedure. such fluids should not consist merely of' giving the cal
culated volume needed, but the salt content should also be considered.
7. A simple test of' hydration is to measure the 24 hour urine
output, which should be approximately 1500 cc.
8. In cases of serious de�ration the water lows amounts to
six per cent ot the body weight.
9. The clinical rule of' Bartlett f'or detemination of' salt re
quired to bring the blood chloride t�the nomal level in ·cases of'
hypochlor�ia ·is to be recommended.
10. The indiscriminate uses of' hypotonic and byperton1c solutions
is condemned.

'!he routine use of' 5 per cent glucose in physiologic

saline is not physiologic in principle.
11. The average patient should receive from 500 to 1000 cc. of'
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physiologic saline per day.

The be.lance of water requirement may be

given as 5 per cent glucose in distilled water.
12. Patients with hyperthyroidism or liver disease should receive
10 per cent glucose in distilled water iilstead of 5 per cent.
13. Patients with low cardiac reserve require extra caution in the
administration of fluids, especially salt solutions.

a.

The routine use or the old type "ether bed" is not only a

useless and archaic procedure, but also a definately bam.ful. one.
15. The presence of a dry, dirty looking tongue, poor skin
turgor , weakness, and fever are important signs of dehydratiOD..
16. If drainage by tube or lavage is instituted, care should be
taken that as little fluid as possible is introduced and that all food
o� fluid given by mouth or through the tube contains salt to make it
isotonic with blood serum.
17. When intubation is done to decompress the distended bowel,
air may be used instead of water for irrigation purposes to prevent
f'U.rtlier electrolyte losses. Water is definately destructive to the muc
ous membrane of the ilium.
18. Distention may be reduced by the inhalation of 95 per cent
oxygen and prevented by pitressin, thereby avoiding t'urther electrolyte
losses.
19. D�stention and van.iting, either before or after operation, may
often be allayed or checked by resting the gastro-intestinal tract as
completely as possible.
and fluids bym.outh.

This is best achieved by withholding all food
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20. Fluid and electrolyte losses suf'tered through vcmiting, diarrhea.,
or gastro-intestinal drainage or tistulae, may adequatel:y be restored by
the •volume tor volume" replacement ot physiological saline solution.
21. When symptoms ot water intoxication become apparent, the oral
or intra.venous administration ot hypertonic salt solution will releive
the condition.
22. Blood loss should be replaced by the equivalent ot whole blood.
If' whole blood is not ava�lable, Dav� l."Ule ot plasma administration
based on hemoglobin, hematocrit, and plasma protein deteminations is
helpf'ul in allaying shock.
25. Serum chloride dete:rminations are ot·no value in patients who
have received an excess ot salt, in tact, hypochloremia may exist.
24, Salt is abnoJ.'lll.8lt retained when plasma proteins are low.
25. The routine administration of' 1000 co. of 5 per cent amino
acids with 5 per cent glucose each morning and afternoon to all post
operative surgical patients, is both a plausable and commendable
therapeutic instrument in a1laying water and electrolyte distru.bances.
26. Septic patients usually require an additional 500 cc. of a
physiologic sal.ine solution.
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CONCLUSION
It should be emphasized that when parenteral therapy is needed,
the fluid administered should be chosen to meet the needs ot the
patient's i.Ddividual case.

The modem surgeon must.be more than a

diagnostician and operator. He must understand the physioo-chemieal
conditions involved in his serious cases and treat them accordingly.
However, parenteral treatment is merely a means ot tidillg a patient
over a period ot crisis.

It has repeatedly been stated that there

is no substitute tor a good general diet and the sooner the patient
is able to eat, the sooner he will regain health •

•
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